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ANSWERS TO THE MOST COMMON QUESTIONS 

 

 

 

- We offer worldwide free shipping. 

- We cover the customs fees, provide all the paperwork and deal with the customs. We send 

outside the EU daily and we are used to taking over the control of exporting and importing. 

- For all the manuscripts, ordered from outside the EU, please give us approximately 10 days 

to deal with the additional paperwork. 

- We offer a 20% institutional discount.  

- In case you spot an item, that you like, but the end of the fiscal year is approaching, please do 

not be afraid to ask. We would be glad to put any objects from our offer aside for you and 

deal with it at your convenience.  

- We offer original researches and high resolution scans of our maps and prints, which we are 

happy to forward to the buyers and researchers on request. 

 

- For any questions, please e-mail us at: antiquariat@pahor.de. 

 

 

In 2019 we would like to invite you to our stand at the ASEEES Annual Convention in San 

Francisco, from November 23rd to 26th.  

In early 2020, we are planning on exhibiting again at the New York Antiquarian Book Fair and 

Firsts London’s Rare Book Fair.  

 

 

Yours truly, 

 

Daša & Alex 

mailto:antiquariat@pahor.de
https://www.aseees.org/convention
https://www.aseees.org/convention
https://www.nyantiquarianbookfair.com/
https://www.firstslondon.com/


In 2020, we would like to welcome you to our stand at the 

following fairs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



1. OTTOMAN AMERICAN - CAIRO IMPRINT 
 

 

 

ALI RıZA, based on text by William ROBERTSON (1721 – 1793). 

 

  تاريخ امريقا

[Tarih-i Amerika / History of America].  

Cairo: Ahmed Efendi, 1274 [1858]. 

 

Small 4° (23.5 x 16 cm): 381 pp., [1], entirely lithographed; bound in attractive contemporary stencil 

patterned paper over boards, calf spine, manuscript title on pastedown to front cover (Very Good, 

overall a highly attractive example, just a few light stains, very minor worming to final leaves near 

gutter, sporadic pages with folds and small holes in margins, made in the paper mill before the 

binding; binding with light wear and minor worming to spine).  

 

Very rare – a stellar example of one of the most influential early works on America 

published in the Middle East, while largely based upon Robertson’s ‘History of 

America’, the translator-author Ali Rıza provides valuable interpretation and 

analysis that makes it a unique work, with text in Ottoman Turkish, privately 

lithographed for the author in Cairo. 

 

This is a highly attractive example of one of the most important early works on America published 

in the Middle East that, despite its contemporary influence, is today very rare. Written by the 

Turkish scholar Ali Rıza while he was living in exile in Cairo, it was privately lithographed in that 

city.  With text entirely in Ottoman Turkish, it is largely based upon William Robertson’s The 

History of America (1st Ed., London, 1777, but re-published many times), an international bestseller 

that remained the most popular general history of the Americas for several decades.   

Importantly, however, Ali Rıza did not verbatim translate Robertson’s text, but often paraphrased, 

accenting the work with his own interpretation.  Moreover, the preface features Ali Rıza’s own 

valuable observations on how America, and the available literature on the New World, was viewed 

by the educated classes in the Middle East.   

According to the academic Johann Strauss, the author in his preface “shows a remarkable awareness 

of recent publications, particularly in the field of historiography.  He is scathing about the works on 

America published up to the time in Egypt or Istanbul that he had come across.  His criticism gives 



us some valuable hints on their reception by the readership.”  In these respects, the present work is 

no mere translation of a Western classic, but a unique creation with valuable, original content. 

The first edition of Robertson’s The History of America in the Muslim works was an Arabic 

translation issued by the Bulaq Press in 1842.  The present work is the first Ottoman Turkish 

translation/interpretation, and appeared in 1858, during a critical period in the history of the Middle 

East.  Egypt, was then a de jure part of the Ottoman Empire, but was in effect an independent 

country.  In 1854, the Egyptian crown approved Ferdinand de Lesseps’ proposal to build the Suez 

Canal, linking the Atlantic and Indian Oceans (the canal would become operational in 1869).  

During this period, the canal project caused the educated classes in Egypt, and indeed throughout 

the Ottoman Empire, to have a heightened interest in faraway lands, like America.  It also helped 

that in the 1850s that the United States Consulate in Cairo became a major diplomatic powerbase 

in Egypt for the first time.  The present work thus appeared at the perfect moment, and was highly 

influential in the right circles. 

Unlike most significant books published in Egypt up the period, the present work was privately 

published, as opposed to being issued by one of the Egyptian state printing houses (such as the 

Bulaq Press).  It was published and sold by Ahmed Efendi, a native of Harput, Turkey, who set up 

his own press in Cairo.  Examples of the book were also offered at the great bazaar, the Khan el-

Khalili, near the Azhar Mosque. 

Little is known of Ali Rıza, other than that he was an Islamic scholar and a native of Turkey who 

was exiled from his homeland, supposedly for some political reasons, around 1843.  Resident in 

Cairo since, he published a language book, the ‘Persian, Turkish and Arabic Interpreter’ (Cairo, 

1857).  His stated purpose for issuing the present work on America was to gain favour with the 

Sublime Porte such that he could be allowed to return to his homeland.  He wished to follow in the 

footsteps of Ioakova Argyrpoulos, an ethnic Greek scholar from Constantinople, who had likewise 

been exiled from Turkey, but had been allowed to return home upon translating a work on Catherine 

the Great (Cairo, 1831) which was well received in Istanbul.  Doubling down in his campaign for 

political favour, Ali Rıza also include lines in ode to the current Egyptian ruler Sa’id Pasha.    

 

A Note on Rarity 

 

The present work is very rare.  We can trace examples held by 5 institutions, at the Library of 

Congress; University of California Los Angeles; New York Public Library; Bayerische 

Staatsbibliothek (Munich); and the Royal Asiatic Society (London).   

 

References: ÖZEGE, no. 19762; Johann STRAUSS, ‘Nineteenth-Century Ottoman Americana’, in 

Marios Hadjianastasis (ed.), Frontiers of the Ottoman Imagination (Leiden, 2014), pp. 266-70; 

OCLC: 815895013; Library of Congress - Karl Süssheim Collection, no. 339 / OCLC: 320187704. 

 

3.200 EUR  



2. POW CAMP TRINIDAD, COLORADO 
 

 

 

 

 

Conrad Ferdinand MEYER (1825-1898). 

Gustav Adolfs Page. Feldpostausgabe 

Leipzig: Reclam 1942. 

12°. 60 pp., [4], contemporary binding with hand printed boards and cloth spine (used condition, 

stamps on the front free endpapers, on the title page and in white margins, old signature on the 

title page, title page and sporadic pages reinforced on the inner side, two pages with tears in the 

inner white margin, minor staining in the margins). 

 

A German pocket book, printed for the soldiers in WWII, was owed by a German 

prisoner of war, stationed in the POW camp in Trinidad, Colorado.  

 

A pocket book in German language with an attractive hand-made partly stenciled binding, signed 

with initials ASNAB and dated October 2nd, ‘43, was owed by a German soldier, possibly fighting 

in North Africa, who was imprisoned at the POW camp in Colorado. 

The book bears a stamp of the POW camp in Trinidad, Colorado, marking it as a private property, 

a censorship stamp of the camp, a later stamp by Collegium Academicum Heidelberg and a stamp 

of deaccessioning. Collegium Academicum in Heidelberg was founded in 1945 and encouraged 

the young German men, previously the members of the Nazi party, to gain education in sciences 

after the war.  

The novel on a girl, who enters a service disguised as a page to the Swedish king Gustav I. Adolf 

during the Thirty Years’ War was first published in 1882. This edition was published in 1942 

especially to be read by the soldiers on the battlefields. 

The popular publishing house Reclam from Leipzig, still known for its pocket books, developed 

already during WWI a special war series, called Feldpostausgabe, which could be practically 

transported as a travel library in a box on the battlefield. In the WWII they repeated the series, 

which also included this book.  

 

 

 

 

  



Colorado POW Camps 

During World War II approximately 425,000 Axis POWs were held in the United States, housed 

in 175 main camps and 511 satellite facilities. The POW Camp system was administered by the 

U.S. Army Provost Marshal General’s Office, which sensibly elected to place most of the camps 

in largely rural interior states, to lessen the chance of successful escape. Moreover, the absence of 

many American men of fighting age from the scene resulted in these largely agrarian states 

suffering severe labour shortages; it was hoped that the POWs could ameliorate this problem. 

Naturally, Colorado was one of the key host states, home to 43 POW camps. Most of the Colorado 

camps were scattered along the foot of the Front Range, near both major transport routes and 

agricultural areas.  

Most of the prisoners in Trinidad were former members of the Rommel’s Afrika Korps. The camp 

encouraged cultural events and reading among the prisoners, many of which came from the 

German upper class and were well educated.  

480 EUR 

 

  



3. BULAQ IMPRINT 

TUTINAMA 
 

 

 

  طوطینامه

[Tutinama] 

Cairo: [Matbaa-i Bulaq] 1254 [1838]. 

8°. 212 pp., later (ca 1900?) ottoman binding with black cloth boards and calf spine with gilt 

lettering, patterned endpapers, old bookseller’s label on the front pastedowns (slightly stained and 

water-stained in margins, last pages with small worm holes in white margins and one hole through 

the outer edge of the text, one page with a small tear in the inner upper part, binding slightly scuffed 

around the spine).  

 

The book in Ottoman language, printed in the early period of the press in Bulaq, today a part of 

Cairo, is an entertaining 14. Century Persian story on a woman and her parrot.  

As a husband of the woman leaves for a business trip and the wife decides to use his absence for 

meeting other men, one of the birds, living in the house, tries to warn the wife against it. Disagreeing 

with its words, the wife strangles the bird. The much smarter parrot choses a different way to keep 

the wife from leaving the house. Every evening it starts telling her a different entertaining story 

until the husband returns 52 nights later. The book Tutinama, which was a popular reading text in 

the Middle East, is a collection of the parrot’s tales. 

Worldcat lists one example of a version from 1253 (Marburg University Library, OCLC 

643110537), but no examples of this edition. 

2.200 EUR  



4. CAIRO IMPRINT 

 

 

 

 

الحلبى ابراهيم  (Ibrahim AL-HALABI, ca 1460 - 1549); باباطاغى ابراهيم  (Ibrahim 

BABATAGI), translator. 

صغير حلبى  

[Halebi-i Sağir]  

[Cairo:] السنة السلطنة دار مطبعة  [Dar Al Sultanah Sunnah Press] 1278 [1862]. 

 

8°. [4] index, 361 pp. old taxation stamp on the first blank page, original calf with an envelope flap 

and debossed decoration (binding with minor scuffing on the edges, inside with minor age-toning 

and staining, but overall in a clean condition, sporadic soft folds in the corner, first index page 

slightly more worn, some sheets loose, p. 159-160 with a narrow loss of paper in the upper part with 

minor loss of the text in the upper line, pp. 195-197, 369-370 and the last blank page with small 

holes in the margins and text, possibly caused in the paper mill, pastedowns covered with old grey 

paper, pastedowns on the inner side of the envelope edge with small loss of paper, overall a good 

used example with original binding). 

 

This is an Ottoman translation of the Arabic text Mukhtaṣar Ghunyat al-Mutamallī ( مختصر غنية 

 ,a shorter version of Al-Halabi’s commentary on Munyat al-Muṣallī.  Ibrahim Al-Halabi ,(المتملي

born in Aleppo, was a scholar, and an Islamic jurist, who lived in Istanbul. His most prestigious 

post was at the Fatih Mosque.  

The book was printed by the Dar Al-Sultanah Sunnah Press in Cairo under the supervision of 

Mohammad Labib (محمد لبيب). 

650 EUR 

 

 

  



 

5. ISLAMIC LAW 

BOSNIAN PUBLISHERS IN ISTANBUL 
 

 

 

 

 

االزميرى محمد  (Muḥammad ibn Walii Izmiri), Author of the Commentaries; خسرو مال  (Molla 

Hüsrev, died 1480) Author of the Original Text 

 حاشية اإلمام العالمة اإلزميري على شرح مختصر العالمة منال خسرو المسمى مرآة األصول في شرح مرقاة الوصول وهي 

 أصول الفقه

 [A Commentary by Imam and Scholar Al-Izmiri on a Brief Explanation of the Scholar Holla 

Hüsrev, Called Mirror of Fundaments...]  

Istanbul: مطبعة الحاج محرم افندى البوسنوى [Maṭbaʻat Al-Haj Muharrem Efendi al-Busnawi] 1302 

[1886]. 

Two volumes, both small 4°, in contemporary deep purple calf with envelope flaps, originally 

composed of two pieces, and silver debossed decoration, pink endpapers.  

 

A classical text on the Islamic Jurisprudence in Arabic language in decorative 

contemporary bindings was issued by a Bosnian publisher in Istanbul 

 

Vol. 1:  4 pp., index, 468 pp. (old annotations in black ink in Arabic on the title page, minor staining 

and narrow small water-staining, mostly in margins, soft folds in margins of first pages, endpapers 

with small folds in margins and small tears in the gutters, binding slightly rubbed and pale on the 

spine, small pieces of flap ends shipped, but in general in a good used condition). 

Vol. 2: 4 pp., index, 470 pp. (old annotations in black ink in Arabic on the first blank page, minor 

staining and narrow small water-staining, mostly in margins, soft folds in margins of first pages, 

endpapers with small folds in margins and small tears in the gutters, binding slightly rubbed and 

pale on the spine, but in general in a good used condition).    



The book in Arabic language, printed in Istanbul, in the late 15th century juridical text Usul al-Fiqh 

 by Molla Hüsrev with contemporary annotations by a scholar (مرآة األصول في شرح مرقاة الوصول)

Muhammad Izmiri. 

Usul al-Fiqh (أصول الفقه) or Principles of Islamic Jurisprudence are methodological principles used 

in the human understanding for deriving the rulings of Islamic Law (Sharia).  

Molla Hüsrev was an esteemed Ottoman scholar, historian and lawyer, active in Istanbul. Molla 

Hürsev’s text is divided in two books, separated in chapters dealing with various aspects of Usul al-

Fiqh. Hüsrev’s texts, written in plain and understandable Arabic, have been used as one of the basics 

for religion and law lesions at the Ottoman madrasas. 

The book was lithographed by Muharrem Efendi Busnavi, a publisher of Bosnian origins, based in 

Istanbul. 

References: OCLC 798054836; Fehrat KOCA: MİR’ÂTÜ’l-USÛL.  مرآة االصول 

(https://islamansiklopedisi.org.tr/miratul-usul). 

1.200 EUR 

  

https://islamansiklopedisi.org.tr/miratul-usul


6. OTTOMAN CARTOGRAPHY 

EGYPTIAN CARTOGRAPHERS 
 

 

 

رمزى محمد  (Muhammad RAMZI, 1871 – 1945) 

آطالسى  عمومى جغرفيا  

[Public Geography. Atlas] 

[Istanbul]:  مكتب حربيه مطبعه سى  [Mekteb-i Harbiye matbaası] 1328 [1912] 

Large oblong 4°. 24 colour lithographed plates, original binding with lettering (old scribbles in pen 

on the back on one of the maps and on the inner side of the rear cover, grid and annotations in old 

pencil over the map of Europe, old annotations in black ink over the map of Greece, binding slightly 

dusty and scuffed on the edges, back cover with small loss of paper and old small scribbles and 

annotations, loose binding and endpapers newly  joint in the gutter). 

 

The atlas includes the following maps: Map of the world in North Pole projection and highest 

mountains, map of the world in Mercator projection, Europe, Greece (2 identical maps), Italy (2 

identical maps), Iberian Peninsula (2 identical maps), France (2 identical maps), Switzerland (2 

identical maps), Belgium, Austria-Hungary (2 identical maps), Germany (2 identical maps), Great 

Britain (2 identical maps),  Scandinavia with Denmark and Island (2 identical maps) and European 

Russia (2 identical maps). 

The atlas was published for the study purposes with the blank maps to be annotated by the students. 

The author of the atlas was Muhammad Othman Ramzi Bey (1871 – 1945), an Egyptian 

cartographer, geographer and historian, who was later one of the main members of the Supreme 

Council for the Preservation of the Arab Antiquities in Egypt and a Committee for renumbering the 

streets of Cairo.  

A keen historian Muhammad Ramzi researched thoroughly the written documents on the Egyptian 

geography and local names and published his most famous work The Geographical Dictionary of 

the Egyptian Countries from the Ancient Egypt until 1945.  

We could not find any institutional examples. 

950 EUR   

  



7. DARWINISM 

 
 

 

 

Eduard von HARTMANN (1842 – 1906), author; Memduh SÜLEYMAN (1889? – 1920), 

translator and the author of the commentary.  

 داروينيزم

[Darwinism / Wahrheit und Irrthum im Darwinismus] 

Istanbul: Nietzsche Hayatı ve Felsefesi] 1329 [1913]. 

8°. 127 pp. with a portrait, [1], original cover with the portrait, bound in a later marbled paper 

wrappers (slightly age-toned, cover with light foxing, otherwise in a good condition).  

 

The first book on Darwinism, printed in Istanbul. 

A translation of von Hartmann’s work on the Darwinism into Ottoman was an early 

reaction to the Darwinism in the Ottoman Empire. The translator and author 

Memduh Süleyman considered the natural selection the biggest mistake of the 

Darwinism.  

 

The work in Ottoman language is a translation of Wahrheit und Irrthum im Darwinismus (The 

Truths and Mistakes of Darwinism) by Eduard von Hartmann (1842 – 1906), first published in 1875. 

The translator Memduh Süleyman, who also commented the book, considered the natural evolution 

the biggest mistake of the Darwinism.  

Memduh Süleyman (1889?-1920) was an important author and translator of the last years of the 

Ottoman Empire. His most famous work is a book on Nitzsche, Nietzsche Hayatı ve Felsefesi, from 

1912, which he co-wrote in together with Ahmet Nebil-Baha Tevfik-Memduh. 

This is the first book on Darwinism printed in Istanbul. The first book on Darwinism in the Ottoman 

language was issued in 1911 in Bitola.  

  



The book was published amidst the Ottoman debate on the Darwinism. The first mentioning of the 

term was made in 1863 in a magazine Mecmua-i Fünūn by Münif Pasha, who was at the time serving 

as a minister of education and did not believe, that the development of science would or should  

affect the religion.  

In the time of the publication of our book, Darwin’s works were not yet translated into Ottoman. 

The first translation of  On the Origin of Species in the Muslim world, was only issued in Arabic in 

1918 in Cairo. Translated were only the first six chapters. For more chapters were subsequently 

added in 1928. 

We could not find any institutional copies on Worldcat. 

Reference: Daniel Varisco, Darwin and Dunya:  Muslim Responses to Darwinian Evolution 

(https://www.lindenwood.edu/files/resources/14-39-darwin-and-dunya.pdf); Ceyda Özmen, 

Translating Science in the Ottoman Empire: Translator-educators as “Agents of Change” in the 

Ottoman Scientific Repertoires  

(https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/8463/8364e41e649cb86f07a38f447389bafc90ed.pdf?_ga=2.193

310701.1342647486.1583257458-1556818707.1582989360). 

980 EUR 

 

https://www.lindenwood.edu/files/resources/14-39-darwin-and-dunya.pdf
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/8463/8364e41e649cb86f07a38f447389bafc90ed.pdf?_ga=2.193310701.1342647486.1583257458-1556818707.1582989360
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/8463/8364e41e649cb86f07a38f447389bafc90ed.pdf?_ga=2.193310701.1342647486.1583257458-1556818707.1582989360


8. AMERICAN MISSION IN PERSIA 
 

 

 

 
Justin PERKINS (1805-1869). 

Prayer for the Children Of Missionaries. A Sermon, Preached to The Members Of The Nestorian 

Mission, At Ooroomiah, Persia, January 21, 1838 

Boston: Crocker & Brewster, 47, Washington Street, 1838. 

Tall 8°. [1] title page, 16 pp. letterpress, originally bound with a white string, dedication from the author in 

black ink on the top of the title page (Very Good, soft horizontal folds, very light foxing on the title page, 

contemporary tiny staple holes in white margins). 

 

A rare pamphlet on a sermon preached in Nestorian Mission in Urumia, Persia, 

printed in Boston, and signed by the author, Rev. Justin Perkins, “an apostle to 

Persia” and the first citizen of the United States to reside in Iran.  
 

A rare pamphlet with a sermon preached at the Nestorian Mission in Urumia, Iran, on January 21, 

1838, on the children of the missionaries, was written by Rev. Justin Perkins (1805-1869) in Persia 

and printed in Boston in the same year. This example had a manuscript dedication of Perkins on the 

title page. 

Justin Perkins, called “an apostle to Persia” was an American missionary and the first American 

citizen to reside in Iran. In 1835, he founded a mission in Urumia, a city in the north part of Iran, 

where the Christian minority lived under a strong influence of the Muslims with poor contact with 

other Christians. In Urumia Perkins learned the modern Syriac language, which he eventually 

applied to his works, and founded a press. 

This is an early printed sermon from the American Christian mission, made only three years after 

its foundation. The subject of children of missionaries was very close to Perkins, as six of his young 

children died in Iran and he dedicated some of his works to them. This example was dedicated to 

Rev Thomas E. Vermilye by Perkins. 

The pamphlet is very rare. We could only find two institutional copies on Worldcat (Amherst 

College Library and Wheaton College). 

References: OCLC 78056384. 

480 EUR   



9. ARMENIAN HISTORY 
 

 

 

 

Մեսրոպ, Գէորգ, 1882֊1948. Gēorg Mesrop  

ՀԱՅՈՑ ՊԱՏՄՈՒԹԻՒՆ: ՀԻՆ ՀԱՅԵՐ: Ա։ ՀԱՏՈՐ 

[Armenian History: Old Armenians. Volume I] 

K. Polis [Istanbul]: Օ. Արզուման, "Փարոս" հրատ. [O. Arzuman, Paros Press] 1914 (title page) - 

1915 (cover). 

Small 8°. 317 pp. with black and white illustrations in text, 3 unnumbered double-page illustrations and a 

map, colour folding map mounted in the gutter of the front endpapers, original binding with lettering and 

cloth spine (cover with light scratch marks, staining and slightly battered edges, inside in a good and clean 

condition with minor wear on the edges, a tiny tear in the folding map on the crossings of the folds). 

 

A book on Armenian history with a folding map, showcasing the historical territory 

of Armenia, was printed during WWI in Istanbul, on the eve of the Armenian 

Genocide.  

An uncommon book on the ancient history of Armenia was published in Istanbul in 1914-1915 only months 

before the Armenian Genocide. The richly illustrated text describes the Armenian history until the late period 

of the Roman Empire.  

The images showcase the ancient ruins, archaeological sites and objects, landscapes and portraits. The maps 

mark the locations of the ancient cultures. The larger colour folding map, mounted in the gutter of the front 

endpapers embraces the historical territory of the antient Armenia, much of which the Armenians wanted to 

claim back after WWI.  

The author Georg Mesrop was known was the writer of Armenian books on history before and after WWI, 

mostly for the educational purposes. 

This is a first volume (of separately published 2?). Worldcat lists 4 institutional copies in the US libraries 

(HCL Technical Services, Clark University, University of Michigan, University of California Los Angeles,) 

and two examples from the same year, marked as the second edition (OCLC 53059409). 

References: OCLC 34915681. 

680 EUR 



  



10. EARLY COMMUNISM 

BULGARIA 
 

 

 

 

Karl Marx (here signed as Karl Žid, of Karl the Jew 1818 – 1883), author; A. SERAFIMOV, 

translator.  

Социализма отъ научно гледище  

[Zur Kritik der Politischen Ökonomie / A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy] 

Sofia: K Cuciv 1902. 

12°, 102 pp., [2] blank, original wrappers with lettering, stapled (wrapper slightly stained, old 

private library stamp on the title page, otherwise in a good condition).  

 

The is the Bulgarian translation of the first serious economic work by Karl Marx, which was a 

preview to his Das Kapital. The work was first published in 1859 and translated to Bulgarian in 

1902, eight years before the translation of Das Kapital. Karl Marx is curiously named as Karl the 

Jew.  

We could not find any institutional copies on Worldcat.  

980 EUR 

  



11. MAGIC, SPELLS, FORTUNE TELLING AND 

HYPNOSIS  

OTTOMAN LANGUAGE 
 

 

The following books on magic, astrology, supernatural, superstition, fortune-telling and 

spiritualism in the Ottoman Empire and early Turkish Republic come from a private 

collection. 

 

MAGIC AND SPIRITUAL PHEMONEMA IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

The Middle East was always a land of magic and spiritualism.  For centuries, the Sufi order, which 

maintained a great influence in society, practiced a mystic brand of Islam, with elaborate ceremonies 

employing dances, trances, talismans and spells.  Jewish and Coptic communities further imbued 

the culture with a profound appreciation of religious ecstasies.  An awe of extraordinary and 

mysterious forces was an integral part of mainstream life.  

The term magic derives from magu, a Old Persian word, and the bazaars all major cities and towns 

throughout Turkey, Persia and the Arab World featured fortune tellers, as well as masters of 

performance magic, at times blurring the lines between slight of hand, ceremony and divinely 

inspired phenomena. 

In Late Ottoman and Early Turkish Republican times, the conceptions of Western performance 

magic and spiritualism were adopted by local practitioners, and combined with established Eastern 

traditions to create extraordinary ceremonies and performances.  In particular, in the 1920s, the 

esteemed Turkish intellectual Ragıp Rıfkı (Özgürel) wrote visionary works on mysticism and 

spiritualism that were profoundly influential amongst the educated and ruling classes of Mustafa 

Kemal Atatürk’s new regime. 

The fascinations with magic, mysticism and spiritualism in the Middle East produced a magnificent 

corpus of books, pamphlets and magazines that were profoundly influential during their time.  

Present here is an unprecedented selection of some of the finest works on performance magic, 

hypnosis and magnetism, necromancy etc., printed in either the Ottoman Turkish or Arabic 

languages.  These works are all today very rare, and for the most part have never before been studied 

or offered for sale in the West.  They of immense value to anyone wishing to understand how magic 

and interaction with the paranormal was both practiced and considered in Turkey and the Middle 

East, a region whose rich traditions in the these fields deserves much greater attention from 

international researches and enthusiasts.  



11. A: ASTROLOGY AND FORTUNE TELLING 
 

 

 

Mehmed GAYUR 

كورييور نهلر ىچلب فيرفيرى  

[What Does Fırfırı Çelebi See] 

Istanbul: Türk Matbaası 1928 

8°. 88 pp., [8], original wrappers with illustrated cover, stapled (wrappers with minor 

staining and tears on the spine, inside slightly age-toned, otherwise in a good, partly uncut 

condition). 

An exceedingly rare book in Ottoman language is a guidebook for predicting the future 

through the stars and astrological signs.  

We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat.  

620 EUR 

  



11. B: FORTUNETELLING  

WITH OTTOMAN ROSARIES 
 

 

 

 

 

 

الحسينى سليمان سيد  (Seyyid Süleyman El-Hüseyni) 

فالى يحتسب  

[Tesbih Falı / The Ottoman Beads] 

Istanbul: Kader Matbaası 1333 [1917]. 

8°. 16 pp., original wrappers with lettering, unbound as originally published (wrappers 

slightly dusty with minor tears in margins, inside in a good, clean condition).  

 

A rare pamphlet in the Ottoman language contains instruction on fortune-telling with the 

beads.   

The Ottoman rosaries or beads are known not only for their role in the Islamic prayers, but also as 

a fortune telling devices. The pamphlet in Ottoman language explains the techniques of predicting 

the future with the rosaries through an elaborate combination of rotating and moving the beads 

with prayers and spells.  

The mystical meaning of the beads comes from the times, when the beads were made of the 

animal bones, which carried the spirit of the hunted and killed animals.  

Worldcat lists two examples (University Library of Leiden and University of California, Los 

Angeles). 

References: OCLC 688505462 & 67135623.  

750 EUR 

  



11. C: HYPNOTISM AND MAGNETISM 
 

 

 

 

 

حيدر سليمان  (Süleyman Haydar) 

ياپياير؟ ونصر در؟ نه مانياتيزمه   

[What is Magnetism? And How to Do It?]  

[S. l.]: سي مطبعه بدروسيان ئون كته  [Bedrosian Press] 1331 [1915]. 

8°. 78 pp, [1] blank, 4 blue and white photographs, original illustrated wrappers, stapled 

(wrappers slightly dusty with tiny tears in margins and loss of paper around the spine, 

some pages loose, pin size holes in white margins, probably caused by wrong binding, 

otherwise in a good condition).  

 

An exceedingly rare illustrated Ottoman book on the magnetism was published in the last 

years of the Ottoman Empire. The animal magnetism or mesmerism, named after a German 

18th century scientist Franz Mesmer, is a belief in invisible natural forces in every living 

creature, which can be used in controlling, healing or hypnosis.  

The blue and white images, made in the style of the popular late Ottoman colour printing, 

showcase people undergoing the hypnosis or mesmerism. 

We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat.  

1.400 EUR 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Possibly the first mentioning of the animal and human magnetism and hypnosis  in the Ottoman 

language. The author used, as it was common in contemporary Ottoman scientific books, parallel 

French translations in the first mentioning of the terms to establish their meaning throughout the 

book. 

 



11. D: ASTROLOGY 
 

 

 

 

رفقى راغب  (Ragıp Rıfkı Özgürel) 

نجوم علم   

[Astrology] 

Istanbul: جهان برادرلر مطبعه سى [Cihan Biraderler Matbaasi] 1341 [1925] 

8°. 56 pp., original wrappers with illustrated cover (wrappers slightly stained, minor age -

toning, otherwise in a good, clean condition). 

 

A rare book on the astrology by a pioneer and foremost authority of 

spiritualism and spiritism in the late Ottoman Empire Ragıp Rıfkı 

 

A rare book on astrology was written by Ragıp Rıfkı, the foremost Ottoman pioneer of 

spiritualism and the concept of spiritism as defined by Allan Kardec. Rıfkı, who later took 

the family name of Özgürel, was also known as a translator in the later Ottoman empire 

and author of political and spiritual texts in the early Turkish Republic. Hi s most affluent 

work is a German-Turkish dictionary.   

According to Worldcat only the Princeton University Library houses an example of the 

book. 

References: OCLC 49370373.  

720 EUR 

 



11. E: PALM READING 
 

 

 

 

 

 

رفقى راغب  (Ragıp Rıfkı Özgürel) 

فالى ال مكمل ياخود سرائراليد   

Istanbul: مطبعه شمس [Matbaa Shams] 1332 [1916]. 

8°. 191 pp. with black and white illustrations, back cover, later marbled paper wrappers 

(minor staining, tiny chips in the title page, some pages lose, otherwise in a good 

condition).   

 

A rare book on the palm reading by a pioneer and foremost authority of 

spiritualism and spiritism in the late Ottoman Empire Ragıp Rıfkı  

 

A rare illustrated book on palm reading was written by Ragıp Rıfkı, the foremost Ottoman 

pioneer of spiritualism. Ragıp Rıfkı who later took the family name of Özgürel, was also 

known as a translator in the later Ottoman empire and author of political and spiritual texts 

in the early Turkish Republic. His most affluent work is a German-Turkish dictionary.   

We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat.  

850 EUR  



11. F: NECROMANCY 

COMMUNICATION WITH THE DEAD 
 

 

 

 

 

 

رفقى راغب  (Ragıp Rıfkı Özgürel) 

  أولولرله نصل قونوشمه لى؟

[How to Talk to the Dead?] 

Istanbul: مدافعه مطبعه سى [Müdafaa Matbaa-sı] 1332 [1916]. 

8°. 61 pp. with a black and white illustration, [3], stapled (Slightly age-toned, paper slightly fragile 

with small cracks in the white margins, front cover with light foxing, a very light water-staining in 

the upper inner corners, a tiny hole in the white margin of the page 33-34, a tiny hole in p. 54-55) 

 

A rare book on necromancy was written by Ragıp Rıfkı, the foremost Ottoman pioneer of 

spiritualism. An image showcases a séance and the text gives instructions how to 

communicate with the dead and what questions to ask them.  

Ragıp Rıfkı who later took the family name of Özgürel, was also known as a translator in 

the later Ottoman empire and author of political and spiritual texts in the early Turkish 

Republic. His most affluent work is a German-Turkish dictionary.   

We could not find any institutional copies in Worldcat. 

880 EUR 

  



11. G: HYPNOTISM 
 

 

 

 

رفقى راغب  (Ragıp Rıfkı Özgürel) 

معلمى ويپنوتيزمه مانياتيزمه  

[Manual for Magnetism and Hypnotism] 

Istanbul: Kitabhane-i Sudî 1341 [1925]. 

8°. 24 pp. with a black and white illustration in text , original wrappers with lettering 

(wrappers slightly scratched, with light foxing, two small holes and a tiny drawing on the 

top, inside slightly age-toned with small tears and chips in margins). 

 

A rare illustrated book on Hypnotism and magnetism was written by Ragıp Rıfkı, the 

foremost Ottoman pioneer of spiritualism. Ragıp Rıfkı who la ter took the family name of 

Özgürel, was also known as a translator in the later Ottoman empire and author of political 

and spiritual texts in the early Turkish Republic. His most affluent work is a German-

Turkish dictionary.   

 

Worldcat lists one example (KOÇ University Library). 

References: OCLC 1030107796. 

850 EUR 

 

  



11. H: SPIRITUALISM 
 

 

 

 

 (Avanzâde Mehmet Süleyman, 1871-1922) اعوان زاده م .سليمان

 علم سرائر

[The Science of Mysterious] 

Istanbul: كتابخانه   سودى .باب عالى جلده سي  [Kitaphana Sudi. Bab-ı Ali Cd.] 1334 [1918]. 

8°. 21 pp., [3] advertisements and blank, original pink wrappers with lettering, unbound, 

as originally published (wrappers slightly dusty and with tiny tears in the margins, some 

words underlined with old red pencil, otherwise in a good condition). 

 

The book on the supernatural and divine forces was published in the last years of the 

Ottoman Empire.   

Avanzâde Mehmet Süleyman was an author in the late Ottoman empire, known for his translations 

of circa 135 novels to Ottoman, including the exceedingly popular The Count of Monte Cristo and 

Les Miserables. Avanzâde Mehmet Süleyman, who was schooled as a pharmacist, was also one of 

the Ottoman pioneers on the anthropology, especially on the subject of women and children, and an 

author of book on health, food and spiritual life, including dream reading and magic charms. 

We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat.  

520 EUR  



11. I: SPIRITISM - POETRY 
 

 

 

 

ABDULHAK HAMID Tarhan (1852 - 1937). 

 روحلر

[The Spirits] 

Istanbul: اقدام مطبعه سى [Ikdam matbaası] 1338 [1922]. 

8°. 68 pp. letterpress, original wrappers with red lettering, stapled (minor foxing, wrappers 

slightly stained and with minor tears in the spine, otherwise in a good condition).  

 

A poem on the spirits, influenced by the contemporary spiritism was written by one of the 

most esteemed poets of the Late Ottoman Empire Abdulhak Hamid Tarhan. 

Abdulhak Hamid Tarhan (but known for most of his life simply as Abdulhak Hamid) was born in 

Constantinople in 1852 into an esteemed family of intellectuals and statesmen.  His father, 

Hayrullah Efendi, was a leading historian and ambassador, while his grandfather Abdulhak Molla 

was a poet and court physician to the Sultan.  

Abdulhak was partially raised in Paris where his father was posted, gaining a magnificent 

education in French language and literature.  From 1864 to 1867, he followed his father to Tehran, 

where he studied Persian and Arabic languages and poetry.  By the time he returned to 

Constantinople to apprentice in the Ottoman Foreign Ministry, in 1867, aged only fifteen, he was 

profoundly knowledgeable of great genres of foreign literature, theatre and music.  

He published his first work of prose, Macera-yı Aşk [Love Affair] (1871), a memoir of his time in 

Persia; which was followed by the plays Sabr-u Sebat [Perseverance in Patience] (1875), İçli Kız 

[The Oversensitive Girl] (1875), and the Dukhter-i Hindu. 

Abdulhak ‘s work was revolutionary in that he created a unique manner of writing both prose and 

poetry that departed from both traditional forms in both style and subject.  Writing with elegant 

subtlety, he addressed sensitive issues such as the role of women, sexuality and 

multiculturalism.  He was heavily influenced by French Romanticism; the enlightened political 

reforms of the Tanzimat Era (1839-75); and the works of his older colleague, the author Namık 

Kemal (1840-88).  While his work broke from tradition, his writing always maintained    

https://www.nadirkitap.com/kitapara.php?ara=kitap&tip=kitap&yayin_Evi=ikdam+matbaası&siralama=fiyatartan
https://www.nadirkitap.com/kitapara.php?ara=kitaplari&tip=kitap&tarih1=1338&tarih2=1338


sophisticated echoes of the great Turkish, Persian and Ottoman classics for which he maintained 

reverence.   

In 1876, Abdulhak was appointed to the Ottoman Embassy in Paris.  In 1878, he published the 

play Nesteren in Paris, featuring a protagonist that rebels against a tyrannical emperor.  Sultan 

Abdul Hamid II was so offended by the performance that he fired Abdulhak from his diplomatic 

posting, although he remained on the Foreign Ministry payroll. 

Abdulhak was appointed consul general to Poti, Russian Georgia in 1881, before receiving a big 

promotion to head the Ottoman consulate in Bombay in 1883.  However, he was compelled to 

return home in 1885, whereupon his beloved first wife, Fatma, died en route.  This tragic even 

caused Abdulhak to pen the poem Makber [The Grave], which became immensely popular. 

Abdulhak continued in the diplomatic service, being posted in London and The Hague.  He 

continued to write and publish regularly and was, once again, suspended from his overseas 

postings for publishing his play Zeynep.   

In 1908, Abdulhak supported the Young Turk Rebellion and became a Senator.  He spent part of 

the World War I in Vienna, but returned to Turkey in 1923, upon the creation of the new 

republic.  He still wrote and published great works, including the powerful play, Garam [My 

Passion] (1923).  As a friend of the Turkish President Atatürk he saw his political star rise, and in 

1928 was elected member of the National Assembly for Istanbul.  Adopting the surname ‘Tarhan’, 

he spent the last part of this long life as one of the Turkey’s leading elder statesmen and perhaps 

its most revered intellectual figure.  Atatürk accorded him a full state funeral upon his death in 

1937. 

Abdulhak Hamid is to this day admired as one of the legendary figures of Turkish literature, 

immortalized as ‘Şair-i Azam’ [The Grand Poet] and ‘Dahi-i Azam’ [The Grand Genius].  Many 

of his three dozen or so published works of poetry, prose, drama and autobiography remain best 

sellers. 

We could only trace two examples on Worlcat (Durham University, Bill Bryson Library & The 

National Library of Israel). 

References: Özege 17101; OCLC 162307723, 1122570350, 283803965, 644417660 & 

1015513775. 

420 EUR 

  



11. J: GHOSTS AND SUPERNATURAL 

TELEPATHY  
 

 

 

Various Authors. 

 اسپيريتزمه

[Spiritualism] 

[Istanbul]: 1325-1326 [1909-1910]. 

8°. 12 issues (all published) in one volume, 384 pp. with black and white illustrations,  5 

interleaved blue and white images, contemporary black cloth binding, debossed Ottoman 

title on the spine, old paper label on the lower part  of the spine (old signature on the title 

page and old annotations in Ottoman language with a signature on the last page, sporadic 

old underlining and red lines in white margins, but otherwise inside in a good condition,  

binding dusty, slightly rubbed and with scuffed edges). 

 

An exceedingly rare complete series of 12 Ottoman magazines on the supernatural powers, 

mostly on spirits, ghosts and telepathy, was issued in Istanbul in 1909 and 1910. The 

articles present contemporary western techniques for calling the spirits, give instructions 

on how to prepare various objects for the sessions and answer questions about the 

telepathy. 

The superb photos, printed in blue, showcase the spirits appearing at the sessions, whic h 

strangely resemble men, wearing white sheets over their heads. Other images represent 

contemporary influential Ottoman and Western male and female spiritualists.  

We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat.  

2.800 EUR 

 

 

  



11. K: PERFORMING  

MAGIC AND ILLUSION 
 

 

 

 

Kücük Abdullah, introduction. 

بازلك حقه .فنون بدايع   

[Creative Arts. Magic] 

[S. l., Istanbul]: اولنمشدر طبع سنده مطبعه .بك محمود  [Mahmud Bey Press] 1311 [1895]. 

8°. 164 pp. with black and white illustrations in text , later marbled paper wrappers (minor 

age-toning, soft folds in sporadic pages, original wrappers as often replaced with marbled 

paper).  

 

A rare illustrated book represents the tricks for magicians , varying from the more 

traditional ones with cards and live birds to ones involving the modern chemistry.  

We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat.  

890 EUR 

 

 

 

 

  



  



11.L: DEMONOLOGY AND SPELLS 

CAIRO IMPRINT 
 

 

 

 

Anonymous, but wrongly attributed to: 

  .Abu Maʿshar (Latinized Albumasar, 787 – 886)أبو معشر 

كل على هللا والحمد والكمال بالتمام الكبير الفلكى معشر بأبى الشهير الفيلسوف اليونانى المدقق المحقق كتاب هذا  

 حال

[This is the Book of the Famous Greek Auditor, Philosopher Abu Ma’shar the 

Astronomer…] 

[Cairo]: المطبعة الحسينية المصريه [Al-Matbaʻah Al-Husayniyah Al-Misriyah] [circa 1910]. 

8°. 100 pp. with black and white illustrations and diagrams, 2 pp., index, later (mid-20th 

century?) marbled boards with white paper spine (a tiny tear in p. 87-88, sporadic old 

underlining in pencil, short cracks to the spine, otherwise in a good condition).  

 

This unusual work in Arabic language, printed in Cairo in the beginning of the 20 th century, 

is a collection of spells, symbols, drawings and diagrams agains t bad spirits, including 

against the devil.  

The text has been wrongly attributed to the author Abu Maʿshar, born in Balkh, in today’s 

Afghanistan, a Persian scholar and astronomer. According to the imprint on the title page, this 

edition is a revised text, but H. A. Winkler disputed the attribution in his 1930 work on the Islamic 

magic symbols.  

Worldcat lists 12 examples, all of them housed in American libraries.  

References: OCLC 23521664, 29903100, 31907254. H. A. Winkler, Siegel und Charaktere in der 

muhammedanischen Zauberei (Berlin and Leipzig 1930), p. 31, n. 5.  

3.200 EUR  



11. M- : FURTHER BOOKS ON MAGIC AND 

SPIRITUALISM IN THE OTTOMAN WORLD 
 

We have additional books in the collection. Please e-mail us for the further list.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reading Dreams                Magician’s Business Cards and Matches  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A magician’s manual of tricks in the Ottoman language. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WILLIAM CROOKES‘s work on the Ghosts 

 

 

https://www.nadirkitap.com/kitapara.php?ara=kitaplari&tip=kitap&yazar=WILLIAM+CROOKES


12. EARLY TURKISH GRAPHIC DESIGN 

PULP & POPULAR NOVELS IN  

OTTOMAN LANGUAGE 

 

 
 

THE FINEST PRIVATE LIBRARY OF RARE PULP NOVELS AND MAGAZINES IN 

OTTOMAN TURKISH – OVER 500 ITEMS 

 

Roaring Twenties Istanbul - murder, mystery, intrigue, forbidden love affairs, vamps, 

gays, science fiction, ghosts and silent movies published during a brief period without 

censorship - brought to you in the Ottoman language for the first time!   

Likely the largest, finest and most comprehensive private collection of ‘pulp’ novels 

and magazines from the “Islamic Jazz Age” ever assembled – almost 600 items, most 

with magnificent cover illustrations – formed over many years by a skilled and 

resourceful collector – never to be seen again! 

 

During the 1920s, Istanbul, and especially the Pera (Beyoğlu) district, was one of the most culturally 

liberal, vibrant and progressive places on earth.  The decade was the apogee of an unprecedented 

flowering of cultural, sexual, artistic and intellectual expression enabled by the rise of new regime 

that applied little or no censorship in the wake of World War I.  The streets were at all hours alive 

with pop-up bars, music clubs, cabarets, cinemas, casinos, brothels, all of which were either legal, 

or otherwise tolerated by the authorities.  Women with flapper haircuts, sporting the latest Parisian 

attire, strolled arm-in-arm with men, and homosexuality was legal.  The cosmopolitan set of Istanbul 

readily embraced the latest innovations of the West, in some cases more intensely than did 

Europeans or Americans! While the raucous environment was in line with ‘Roaring Twenties’ Paris, 

Berlin, New York and Chicago, in Istanbul this social revolution was more extreme, creating what 

Charles King referred to as the “Islamic Jazz Age” in his splendid exposé, Midnight at the Pera 

Palace: The Birth of Modern Istanbul (2014). 



In ‘20s Istanbul publishers turned out a spectacular array of ‘pulp’ novels and magazines, 

concerning murder and detective stories; science fiction; magic and spiritualism; love affairs (with 

all the juicy details!), including homosexuality; as well as works influenced by silent movies 

(including some films that no longer survive).  The works also featured world-class original artwork, 

that while having been influenced by Western Art Deco and Art Nouveau designs, were blended 

with traditional Ottoman motifs and the Arabic script to great the most amazing, and at times even 

shocking, genre of popular printing anywhere in the modern Muslim world.  

Presented here is likely the finest, largest and most comprehensive collection of these works in 

private hands, including over 600 novels and magazines, that were carefully acquired over many 

years by a highly knowledgeable and resourceful connoisseur.  About fifty per cent of the items 

feature wonderful illustrated title pages, while almost all feature kinky modern titles concerning 

nightlife, women, ghost stories or oversentimental romance.  Some are original Turkish 

works of the times, while others are translations and recreations of classics re-packaged 

for a new, cool audience.  All of the works are written in Ottoman Turkish (using Arabic 

script) and the great majority of the titles are from the 1920s, while some are important 

pioneering works from before, foreshadowing the great period of liberalization that 

occurred in the wake of World War I.  All the titles rare, many are exceptionally so, some 

being unrecorded.  Moreover, they are generally in good to very good condition, which is 

extraordinary given that these ephemeral works were printed on cheap paper and sold for 

few kuruș at newspaper kiosks; almost all perished within a short time.  Such a collection 

could never be assembled again – for love or money!  

The collection is vast and comprehensive, featuring the finest possible examples of titles 

from every imaginable subject of the Ottoman pulp genre.  

Importantly, the collection includes titles and from 250 to 300 title pages that are clearly 

influenced by contemporary Western silent movies and movie advertisements, both in their 

textual content and their cover art.  Amidst a pageant of Art Nouveau and Art Deco 

imagery, female figures assume the familiar forms of popular Hollywood silent actresses, 

such as Pola Negri and Clara Bow.  While movies first appeared in Istanbul during World 

War I (often in the form of government sponsored propaganda reels), in the wake of the 

conflict audiences in Istanbul, free form censorship, flocked to the silver screen with an 

enthusiasm perhaps unrivalled in the world.  The films’ glamourization of libertine 

lifestyles, as captured in Kenneth Angers’ Hollywood Babylon (1959), perfectly mirrored 

what was playing out along Pera’s narrow streets.  Critically, in many cases, the movies 

immortalized upon  

  



Ottoman pulp covers no longer survive today in any form.  That being said, Istanbul’s love 

of 1920s Western silent movies had an enduring legacy, as it was the genesis of the Turkish 

film industry, which remains one of the most vibrant in the world to the present day.  

The present collection, taken as whole, provides an unrivalled, authentic insight into the lives and 

ambitions of a diverse range of people in the world’s most radically liberalizing environment, 

captured through stories and images of intrigue, love affairs (including homosexuality), science 

fiction, supernatural phenomena, and the libertine over-drama of the silent movies.  The works 

represent a new frontier for intellectual discovery, as very few of the titles have ever been explored 

by modern scholars, in Turkey or abroad.   The collection is perhaps the greatest surviving refuge 

of a vanishing legacy that must be preserved for future generations, as it will otherwise disappear. 

 

Further information, including a full listing of the collection’s contents, is available upon request. 

 

Decade of Dreams and Decadence: Roaring Twenties Istanbul 

The climate of social liberalism and openness to the latest innovations of the West that prevailed in 

1920s Istanbul did not suddenly arise from nowhere.  The great city, which had forever been a multi-

ethnic trading centre bridging the East and West, was always home to strong liberal undercurrents 

that adopted Western concepts, adapting them to local forms.  However, the city’s progressive and 

outgoing constituencies were continually engaged in a struggle with the Ottoman Empire’s more 

conservative elements, leading to cycles of liberal reform, followed by conservative reaction.  In 

this respect, it is important to consider that social progress in Turkey, and the greater Middle East, 

should not be judged purely by Western metrics, as developments, while influenced by currents 

from the West, followed their own course, mitigated by factors unique to the region.   

Traditionally, the Ottoman Empire, while technically an Islamic state, afforded its major ethno-

religious minorities a protected status that virtually no such constituencies enjoyed in Western 

nations.  The Ottoman lands were one of the world’s most culturally diverse realms, and while racial 

tensions certainly existed, it was a domain of relative tolerance, where minorities of ability could 

rise to be Grand Viziers, universally revered artists and mercantile giants.  Indeed, in the period 

before WWI, Istanbul was majority non-Muslim, with large communities of Armenians, Jews, 

Greeks, and Slavs and Levantines, occupying roles at the height of society, alongside members of 

the heterogeneous Muslim (Turkish, Kurdish, Arab, etc.) communities.   

During the Tanzimat Era (1839-75), all subjects of the Sultan were given the same legal rights, 

while the empire became the first country to decriminalize homosexuality in 1858 (decades before 

most Western states).  This was juxtaposed against the fact that until after WWI women, even in 

Istanbul, could not generally work and had to wear veils in public, while single women could not 

even leave their homes without a male chaperone.  In virtually all of the country’s main religious 

communities, people were expected to (at least outwardly) follow rigid, traditional social codes that 

had scarcely changed over centuries.  While many libertine activities occurred, they tended to 

happen in private residences, away from the prying eyes of the uninvited.  That being said, during 

the late 19th Century, determined feminist and secular movements arose in the empire’s major cities, 

engaged in a complex battle with established powers for expression. 

The social battles of the Ottoman Empire of the late 19th and early 20th Centuries played out in 

print culture.  During the Tanzimat Era, Istanbul developed as one of the world’s most sophisticated 

and vibrant printing centres, with a vast array of ephemeral newspapers, journals and pamphlets, of 

both a popular and specialist interest, sold everywhere at corner stores and news kiosks.  

Additionally, the Ottoman capital was home to ground-breaking authors who produced the empire’s 

first novels, plays and modern works of poetry and music, as well as political works and scientific 

tracts.  Important and, at times, controversial Western works were also translated into Ottoman for 

the first time.  While print production was amazingly diverse, with titles appealing to traditional 

religious types as well as liberal modernizers, the printing houses had to contend with the state 

censure, which had to approve all works in advance of their issue.  While some socially liberal 

works managed to pass the censors, who were mainly concerned with supressing politically 

controversial tomes, a damper was placed upon the most progressive writings.   

World War I led to the downfall of the Ottoman Empire and had a devastating effect upon Istanbul.  

The conflict ruined the city’s economy, and most of its citizens were plunged in to dire poverty, 

suffering from disease and shortages of food, while fires destroyed vast sectors of the urbanscape.  

Large percentages of the city’s Armenian, Greek and Jewish communities, including many of the 

most economically productive citizens, either voluntarily left the city or were the victims of the 

racial polices of the wartime ‘Young Turk’ regime.  In their wake thousands of desperate refugees 

rushed into the city, feeling even worse conditions elsewhere.   

The end of the war led to the Occupation of Istanbul by the Entente Powers (November 13, 1918 – 

October 4, 1923), upon which the city went from being the capital of the one of the greatest empires 

in the world to being and impoverished shell without even authority over its own streets.   

However, Istanbul was resilient, as some members of the city’s old communities had left, in their 

stead came foreigners, notably Westerners, Middle Easterners and White Russian exiles, all of 

whom helped to reinvigorate the scene in their own way.  

This new reality represented an unprecedented opportunity for liberal social expression.  The 

traditional religious and temporal authorities that had long sought to suppress or limit free sexual, 

artistic and gender expression were either gone or were mere shadows of their former selves.   The 

war wary British, French and Italian soldiers who controlled Istanbul had little or no interest in 

policing social mores.  In fact many were drivers of the city’s libertine establishments, being nightly 

guests of its bars, clubs and bordellos. 

In Istanbul, the vacuum in traditional authority and understandable human desire to ‘unwind’ 

following tragedy, led to an explosion of liberal self-expression.  Thousands of women threw off 

heir veils, wearing dresses in the most modern Parisian styles.  Ladies dared to openly speak of  



  



careers outside the home, independent of male patronage, in fields ranging from journalism to 

aviation.  Couples paired for one-night stands, or for enduring relationships, based on mutual 

attraction, as opposed to religious or class compatibility.  People from diverse ethno-religious and 

social backgrounds casually intermixed with unprecedented frequency.  Homosexuality, while not 

universally tolerated, was permitted to flourish in a surprising number of circumstances.  

The forces of Kemal Mustafa Atatürk won the Turkish War of Independence (1919-22), and 

compelled the Entente Powers to end their occupation of Istanbul.  Ataturk’s forces assumed 

authority over the city on October 6, 1923.  The Republic of Turkey was proclaimed 23 days later, 

with the national capital moved to Ankara.  This was major blow to Istanbul, which had been the 

seat of empires for twelve centuries, and which was still recovering from the devastation of the 

Great War.   

Fortunately, for Istanbul’s liberal cultural elements, Atatürk had a grand vision to transform Turkey 

into a modern, secularist state, adapting many Western concepts to the Turkish nation.  He brought 

in sweeping legal reforms that sought to limit the reach of religion and the traditions of the former 

regime.  He compelled men to ditch the fez and robes for Western garb; women were discouraged 

from wearing traditional head coverings; homosexuality was legalized and women were afforded 

the same legal rights as men (even if they did not always enjoy the same freedoms in practice).  

While Atatürk’s new order could be heavy handed towards political opponents, it had little interest 

in suppressing free social behaviour, especially in Istanbul, and the process of liberalization 

accelerated.  Moreover, adapting habits and ideas from the West was now not only tolerated, but 

was in any ways encouraged.  Importantly, however, Western concepts were often not copied 

verbatim, but were adapted and enriched by local influences, creating something altogether unique. 

Roaring Twenties Istanbul was best immortalized in the extraordinary popular print culture that was 

created, a diverse genre of works that showcase the sexual, secular and progressive liberalism of the 

era.  The most candid and authentic, and thus historically valuable publications are the ephemeral 

works published on cheap (newsprint-like) paper, often adorned with artistically exquisite designs 

created by low-tech printing methods.  

Authors were free to write poems and novels with racy storylines, involving relationships between 

traditionally ‘unsuitable’ lovers; homosexuality; promiscuity and nights of drink-fuelled, out-of-

control reverie.  Women, dreaming of a future where they could live their lives by their own free 

will penned tracts that were at times more radical than anything being produced in the West.  The 

content was often shockingly liberal by the standards of any society, let along a majority Muslim 

country.   

The era also saw the rise of new themes for popular publications, including science fiction; magic 

and spiritualism; and detective and murder mysteries, all influenced by Western models.  However, 

it was the influence of Western silent movies that had perhaps the most profound impact upon early 

Turkish Republican print culture. 

During the 1930s, just as was the case in the West, a more conservative ethic prevailed, in part 

motivated by the Great Depression, that ensured that the popular print culture generally tended to  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kocamın kocası [My Husband’s Husband], Istanbul 192?  



become less daring in its content.  The Turkish government came to clamp down on the more 

radically liberal publications (often, rightly or wrongly, associating them with politically subversive 

movements), while public tastes in Istanbul (and other liberal cities such as Izmir) became 

somewhat more subdued.  While the 1930s produced some works written by ground-breaking 

authors (such as Nâzım Hikmet), adorned with amazing Art Deco design, the golden era of popular, 

socially provocative ephemeral works in Turkey had passed.  

 

Condition report: 8° (books and pamphlets), and 4° to large 4° (magazines). Usually stapled, with 

paper or rarely soft card wrappers. The books, pamphlets and magazines are in a very good to good 

used condition, some with light foxing, old annotations, small tears, folds and tiny holes. Possibly 

sporadic pamphlets missing pages. 

The survival rate of such novels is very low, as they were mostly sold as cheap reading material 

on newspaper  

stands. As the handwriting in Turkey changed in 1928, the old Ottoman script and language, much 

different from today’s Turkish, were slowly forgotten and such books and magazines were thrown 

away by the next generations, who could not read them. 

For those reasons the condition of such late Ottoman ephemeral material can not be compared with 

the one of the Western books.  

 

85.000 EUR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bir Bin Bose [One Thousand Kisses], Istanbul 1923 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kamasutra. Sevmet Sanati [Kamasutra. The Art of Love] , Istanbul 1913 

  



 

13. SLOVENIAN AVANT GARDE 

CONSTRUCTIVISM  
 

 

 

 

Srečko KOSOVEL (1904-1926), author of poems; Anton OCVIRK (1907-1980) author of 

the introduction; Jože BRUMEN (1930-2000), designer. 

Srečko Kosovel. Integrali 1926 

Integrali ’26 [title inside]. 

Ljubljana: Cankarjeva založba 1967 

Square 8°, 314 pp., with colour illustrations, original illustrated silver boards, black cloth spine 

with silver lettering, housed in an original box, made of two illustrated segments (Very Good, box 

hardly noticeably dusty and with minor wear on the edges, a tiny light stain on the first two pages). 

 

The first edition of constructivist poetry by a Slovenian avantgarde poet Srečko 

Kosovel, written in the year of his death in 1926, was first published in 1967 

with the design of a Yugoslav architect Anton Ocvirk. 

 

A Slovenian poet Srečko Kosovel is today considered one of central Europe's major modernist 

poets of avant-garde and constructivism.  

Kosovel was born in Tomaj, today a Slovenian town near Gorizia, but his parents moved him to 

Ljubljana in 1916 due to the nearby WWI Front of Isonzo. After the war Kosovel decided to stay 

in the capital, as his home town was annexed to Italy, where the Fascists soon started making a 

major pressure on the inhabitants.  

In Ljubljana Srečko Kosovel, by the time an extreme leftist, was writing poetry in an avant-garde 

circle of artists, many of whom escaped the Fascist regime themselves. During his lifetime 

Kosovel was unable to publish any of his works in books, as his poetry was not understood by a 

conservative circle of publishers. He died suddenly at the age of 22, when visiting his parents, of 

an illness, which followed a bad cold.  

  



A year after his death, in 1927, Kosovel’s friend Alfonz Gspan published his late friend's 66 early 

poems in a collection Pesmi (Poems), the first separately issued publication bearing Kosovel‘s 

name. 

Kosovel’s most brilliant work was written in the year of his death, in 1926. Heavily 

influenced by the contemporary Soviet art and poetry Kosovel composed  his lyrics in 

unconventional forms, with a combination of various directions of writing and help of 

lines. The most spectacular poems are composed with words, cut out from newspapers and 

arranged in abstract shapes.  

Srečko Kosovel, who was by the time a convinced leftist, influenced by the major 

contemporary Communist literature, believed that the poems should not be read in a 

conventional way, but should encourage the observer to embrace the leftist movement and 

arouse revolutionary feelings.  

This magnificent series of constructivist poetry was Kosovel’s last ma jor work before his 

sudden death at the age of 22.  

They remained unpublished until 1967, when they were issued in this beautifully designed 

book, drafted by a Slovenian / Yugoslavian architect Jože Brumen (1930-2000). Presented 

are facsimiles of Kosovel’s manuscripts and collages, parallelly with tries to put the lyrics in 

the printed version.  

The introduction was written by Anton Ocvirk (1907-1980), an author, literary historian and later 

a professor at the university. He started publishing in his late teens, when he first encountered 

Kosovel’s poetry, still in the time of the poet’s life. In 1931, Ocvirk edited the chosen poems by 

Srečko Kosovel, with pieces previously only published in the magazines. During WWII 

Ocvirk was imprisoned in the Dachau concentration camp and was writing for the 

prisoner’s magazine at the Munich-Freimann franchise of the concentration camp. 

References: OCLC 857921187, 560518347, 310710686, 456111775, 633104228, 251127607. 

1.500 EUR 

 



 



14. TURKISH AVANTGARDE 

NÂZIM HIKMET 
 

 

 

Nazım HIKMET Ran 

Nâzım Hikmet (1902- 1963) is possibly one of the most brilliant Turkish authors of the 

20th century and a stellar representative of the Turkish avantgarde. Although his poems 

were banned for almost 30 years in Turkey Hikmet still alive in the daily culture of the 

modern Turkey, although seemingly underappreciated in the West.  

Nâzım’s powerful poetry and prose was mostly inspired by the Soviet avantgarde and 

futurism, especially by Mayakovsky, yet it promoted the heavy unique vocals of the Turkish 

language, spreading the tones of the masses calling for the revolution. The verses are free 

and non-conventional, moving with the rhythm of the lyrics and the narrative.  

Nâzım Hikmet was born in a prominent family in Salonica (today Thessaloniki in Greece) 

and was trained at the Ottoman Navy School. Already in his later teens he joined the 

Turkish War of Independence and was chose by Mustafa Kemal to write a poem to motivate 

the young people to join the struggle.  

Nâzım Hikmet soon got into trouble with the government for adopting the contemporary 

Soviet communist thoughts. In 1922, he moved to Moscow for studies and for ideological 

reasons. After returning to Istanbul he published his first work, still written in the Ottoman 

language, in 1925, followed by a collection of poems 835 Satır in 1929.  

Due to his membership in the illegal Communist Party of Tukey and his extreme Soviet -

inspired poetry Nâzım Hikmet spent many years between 1925 and 1951 exiled or 

imprisoned in Turkey. In the meantime he published poetry, theatre pieces and translated 

texts. His books were often burned and eventually banned in 1938 (until 1965).  

Escaping another imprisonment in Turkey, Hikmet moved to Moscow in 1951, where he 

lived until his death in 1963.  

Nâzım’s heavy, beautiful and powerful lyrics were frequently adopted into chansons and 

Western leftist and protest songs, the most famous being I come and stand at every Door 

(from Turkish Kız Çocuğu), also known as The Hiroshima Girl. He also wrote against the Korean 

War, where Turkey was taken a part. 

The next items are a selection of Nâzım Hikmet’s work between 1930 and 1936.  

 

 



14.A TURKISH AVANTGARDE 

NÂZIM HIKMET 
Nazım HIKMET Ran (1902- 1963). 

Nail: V. 1 + 1 = Bir  

[1 + 1 = One] 

Istanbul: İlhami Matbaası 1930. 

12°. 32 pp, original illustrated wrappers, stapled (wrapper slightly rubbed, especially around the 

spine, small pencil marks on p. 30, soft vertical fold, otherwise in a good condition).  

The book includes the poems, written by Hikmet from 1921 on.  

We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat. 

550 EUR 

 

14.B: TURKISH AVANTGARDE 

NÂZIM HIKMET 
Nâzım HIKMET RAN (1902- 1963), author; Ali SUAVI (Suavi Sonar, 1910 or 1913-

1994), cover designer. 

835 Satir 

8°. 48 pp., original illustrated wrappers (Very Good, small foxing in margins, a small tear in the 

margin of the cover, otherwise a seemingly unread copy). 

 

This is the second edition of Hikmet’s first poetry book from 1929, republished with a different 

cover.The cover draft was made by a poster and book designer Ali Suavi (1910 or 1913-1994), 

who was more known as an award-winning photographer Suavi Sonar. Suavi later designed 

some of most famous Hikmet’s covers. 

Wordcat lists six examples with no examples in the US libraries.  

References: OCLC 80037920. 

550 EUR  

https://www.nadirkitap.com/kitapara.php?ara=kitap&tip=kitap&yayin_Evi=İlhami+Matbaası&siralama=fiyatartan


14.C: NÂZIM HIKMET 
 

 

 

 

 

Nâzım HIKMET Ran (1902- 1963), author; CEVDET, illustrator.  

Jocond ile Si-Ya-U 

[La Gioconda and Si-Ya-U] 

Istanbul: Akşam Matbaası 1929. 

Small 8°. 40 pp with two full page black and white illustrations within text, original illustrated 

wrappers (pages slightly age-toned, light wear on the spine, a tiny repaired tear in the upper part of 

the back cover, corners with minor wear, a tiny chip in a white margin, title page lose, otherwise in 

a good condition).  

 

Possibly the most powerful Hikmet’s revolutionary poem on Mona Lisa falling 

in love with a Chinese man and starting a rebellion in  China after seeing his 

execution tries to connect various nations in the revolution. 

 

This is the first edition of the famous Turkish controversial revolutionary poem on a man 

from Shanghai, Si-Yu-U, who is a student from the Soviet Union, visiting Louvre and 

falling in love with Mona Lisa. Mona Lisa, who is bored with smiling at tourist, falls back 

in love with the energetic and smart Si-Yu-U. After he leaves for Shanghai and does not 

return, worried Mona Lisa decides to follow him. She boards a ship and travels through 

Madagascar to China, where she witnesses her beloved Si-Yu-U being chased and 

beheaded by the governmental soldiers. Mona Lisa’s famous smile disappears, she raises 

a flag and starts a rebellion. She is eventually caught and burned.  

The poem is one of Nazim Hikmet’s first large successes. It was published upon poet’s 

return from Moscow in 1928, after he spent eight months in a Turkish prison. The character 

of Si-Ya-U was based on Hikmet’s friend with the same name, who returned to China. 

Hikmet started worrying about him after not hearing from him. 

  



With this work Nazim Hikmet wanted to internationalize the leftist movement, joining 

France, Turkey, Soviet Union and China in the same revolutionary thought.  

We could find five institutional copies (SOAS, KOÇ University Library, Orient-Institut 

Beirut, Harvard College Library, Danish Union Catalogue and Danish National 

Bibliography). 

 

References: OCLC 871578305. 

1.800 EUR 

   



14.D:  NÂZIM HIKMET 
 

 

 

 

 

Nâzım HIKMET RAN (1902- 1963), author; Ali SUAVI (Suavi Sonar, 1910 or 1913-

1994), cover designer. 

Kafatası. Facia, 3 kısım 15 bap 

[The Scull: Tragedy, 3 acts] 

Istanbul: Orhaniye Matbaasi, 1932. 

8°. 103 pp, [9] advertisements, original illustrated wrappers (paper with minimal staining and tiny 

folds in edges, old signature on the title page, wrappers with minor foxing and wear, especially on 

the spine, back cover with light staining). 

 

The first edition of the theater play “The Scull” by Nâzım Hikmet was published in 1932 with 

the title page by Ali Suavi, who gave Hikmet’s written works a recognisable visual 

appearance.  

Worldcat lists four institutions holding examples of the book (University of Utah, Boğaziçi 

University Library, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Harvard College Library). 

References: OCLC 965376488, 65523005 & 754975160. 

850 EUR  



14.E: NÂZIM HIKMET 
 

 

 

Nâzım HIKMET RAN (1902- 1963), author; Ali SUAVI (Suavi Sonar, 1910 or 1913-

1994), cover designer; Fikret Muallâ Saygı (1904 – 1967), illustrator.  

Benerci Kendini Niçin Öldürdü? 

[Why did Bener Kill Himself?] 

[Istanbul] Sühulet kütüpanesi: 1932. 

8°. 116 pp. with black and white illustrations, [12], original printed wrappers, stapled (uncut and 

unread condition, a light water stain and tiny worm holes going through the lower margin of the 

first half of the books, spine slightly rubbed, otherwise in a good condition).  

A first edition of poetry by one of the founders of the Turkish avant -garde 

Nâzım Hikmet Ran, inspired by Mayakowsky’s work, accompanied with black 

and white illustrations by Fikret Muallâ and decorated with blue and black 

cover design by Ali Suavi. 

 

A beautifully designed rare edition of avant-garde poetry titled Why did Benerji Kill 

Himself? was written by one of the founders of the Turkish avant-garde Nâzım Hikmet 

Ran (1902- 1963). The moving text and the design were heavily inspired by contemporary 

modern poetry, especially by Vladimir Mayakovsky’s work.  

The cover draft was made by a poster and book designer Ali Suavi (1910 or 1913-1994), who 

was more known as an award-winning photographer Suavi Sonar. Suavi’s tasteful book designs 

were based on contemporary avant-garde forms and art deco lines. 

The author of the striking, crude and powerful black and white drawings was Fikret Muallâ 

Saygı (1904 – 1967), a Turkish painter, schooled mostly in France, whose lines mixed the 

expressionist and fauvist styles. Fikret Mualla spent a large part of his adult years institutionalised 

in mental institutions. 

References: OCLC 45772393. 

780 EUR   

  



14.F: NÂZIM HIKMET 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Nâzım HIKMET RAN (1902- 1963) 

Unutulan adam 

[The Forgotten Man] 

Istanbul: Resimli Ay 1934-1935 

8°. 62 pp., [2], original illustrated wrappers (old signature and date in red pencil on the title page, 

wrappers slightly worn on edges with a light vertical fold, inside in a good, clean condition). 

 

The first edition of Hikmet’s theater play The Forgotten Man was published in 1934-35, and first 

performed in the same year with a famous Turkish actor Muhsin Ertuğrul in the main role.  

References: OCLC 808865872, 250663348 & 862363077. 

550 EUR  



14.G: NÂZIM HIKMET 
 

 

 

 

 

Nâzım HIKMET RAN (1902- 1963), author; Ali SUAVI (Suavi Sonar, 1910 or 1913-

1994), cover designer. 

Portreler 

[Portraits] 

Istanbul: Yeni Kitapçi 1935. 

12°. 62 pp., [2], original illustrated wrappers (inside good, clean, seemingly unread condition, 

wrappers with light foxing and minimal wear on the edges). 

 

This is the first edition of the poems Portraits by Nâzım Hikmet, once again with a beautiful 

cover design by Ali Suavi. In this series of poems Hikmet focused on individual persons 

from the public and his private life.  

Worldcat only lists two examples of this first edition (Universitätsbibliothek der Eberhard Karls 

Universität and University of Basel Library). 

References: OCLC 315063397. 

780 EUR  



14.H: NÂZIM HIKMET 
 

 

 

 

Nâzım HIKMET RAN (1902- 1963), author; Ali SUAVI (Suavi Sonar, 1910 or 1913-

1994), cover designer. 

Taranta Babu'ya mektublar 

[Letters to Taranta Babu] 

İstanbul : Bozkurd Matbaası, [August 1935, dated introduction] 

8°. 61 pp., [2], original illustrated card wrappers (inside with minor foxing to the first and last pages, 

upper margin with a small narrow water stain, wrappers with minor water-staining, otherwise in a 

good condition). 

One of the most powerful Hikmet’s anti-Fascist works, written from a point of view 

of a coloured Ethiopian, experiencing the pressures of the Italy. The book was 

finished two months before the Italian invasion. 

The collection of the powerful anti-Fascist poems by Nâzım Hikmet contains 13 letters to Taranta 

Babu, an African woman. The tragic hopeless letters by her husband reveal the Italian Fascist 

pressures on Ethiopia. 

This is one of the first works, where Nâzım Hikmet directly attacked the Italian Fascism and 

brought up the problem of the Italian invasion on Ethiopia. The book was one of the main 

motifs for the persecution of Nâzım Hikmet for his anti-Fascist views.  

In 1938 he was sentenced on 28 years in prison for his anti-Fascist work and his books 

were banned for almost thirty years in Turkey.  

The lyrics of the last poem Bir Gemici Türküsü (A Sailor’s Song) became a popular nostalgic 

Turkish song for reciting, accompanied by musical instruments.  

Worldcat lists three to four institutional copies. 

References: OCLC 50419147. 

880 EUR  



14.I: NÂZIM HIKMET 
 

 

 

 

 

Nâzım HIKMET RAN (1902- 1963), author; Ali SUAVI (Suavi Sonar, 1910 or 1913-

1994), cover designer. 

Simavne Kadısı Oğlu Şeyh Bedreddin Destanı 

[The Epic of Sheik Bedreddin, the Son of the Kadi Simavne] 

Istanbul: Yeni Kitabcı, 1936. 

8°. 54 p. with a black and white portrait, [10], original illustrated wrappers (tiny tears in the margins 

of p. 50, wrappers slightly dusty and worn on the edges, otherwise in a good condition).  

 

The epic poem by Nâzım Hikmet talks about the late 14th and early 15th century intellectual 

scholar Sheikh Bedreddin (1359–1420), who was leading a successful revolt against the Ottoman 

Empire in the time of the powerful Sultan Mehmed I. In 1420, Sheikh Bedreddin was sentenced to 

death and hung.  

The name of Sheikh Bedreddin in the Ottoman Empire and later Turkey was always connected with 

the rebellion against the government, especially amongst the leftist groups. In 1924, Sheikh 

Bedreddin’s remains were exhumated, but not put to rest to another place, as the government was 

afraid, that the place would become a shrine for the protesters and new rebels, opposing the 

government.  

It was this Nâzım Hikmet’s poem, made more than a decade later, which revived the persona 

of Sheikh Bedreddin as the leader of a successful rebellion in the 20th century literature. Sheikh 

Bedreddin’s remains were nor reburied until 1961.  

References: OCLC 23698598. 

650 EUR 

 

 

  

  



14.J: NÂZIM HIKMET 
 

 

 

 

Nâzım HIKMET RAN (1902- 1963), author; Ali SUAVI (Suavi Sonar, 1910 or 1913-

1994), cover designer. 

Alman faşizmi ve irkçiliǧi  

[German Fascism and Racism] 

[Istanbul]: Kader Basimevi 1936. 

8°. 96 pp., inserted errata on pink paper, original illustrated cover (lightly stained and with light 

foxing, wrappers with minor wear on the corners, spine as often age-toned, stapled). 

 

We have covered the swastika on the scan of the cover due to the German laws 

concerning Third Reich symbols 

 

Hikmet’s fierce attack on the Nazi Germany 

 

In the work the with the powerful propaganda cover by Ali Suavi Nâzım Hikmet fiercely attacks 

Hitler and the uprising Nazism and Racism in Germany. As the ground he uses 

contemporary western sourdes. 

The book was one of the last one published in Istanbul. Two years later Nâzım Hikmet was 

sentenced to 28 years in prison due to his anti-Fascist views.   

Worldcat only lists one example of this first edition (University of Toronto at Downsview). 

References: OCLC 976858126. 

980 EUR  



15. NÂZIM HIKMET 

1970S TURKISH LEFTIST MOVEMENT 

STREET PROPAGANDA 
 

 

 

 

Nâzım HIKMET RAN (1902- 1963) – Kızılırmak. 

O duvarın dibinde bizimkiler kurşunlanıyorlar… 

[At the Bottom of That Wall, Our People are Shot…] 

Ankara: Pan 1975 (dated with a stamp on the back). 

Offset lithograph, 49,5 x 33,5 cm (19 x 13,2 inches) (light use on the edges, otherwise in a good 

condition) 

 

The poster by an Ankara-based leftist group was printed in 1975 and bears a revolutionary poem by 

Nâzım Hikmet (1902- 1963). The lyrics talk about people being shot at a wall and call the 

nation to rise in the revolution. 

The poem was first published in 1930 in Hikmet’s poetry collection 1 + 1 = Bir (1 + 1 = Two) 

(please see our item no. 14.a). 

380 EUR  



16. TURKEY / IRAQ  

MILITANT STREET PROPAGANDA 
 

 

 

 

A pair of very rare and well designed propaganda posters made for ‘The Grey 

Wolves’, a Turkish right-wing militant group, supporting the self-determination of the 

Iraqi Turkmen community in the contested Kirkuk Governorate of northern Iraq 

(posters offered separately). 

 

Present here are two very rare ephemeral posters made by ‘The Grey Wolves’, a Turkish right-wing 

youth militia as propaganda to support their volatile street protests in favour of the Iraqi Turkmen 

in Kirkuk, an oil-rich city and region in northern Iraq.  Control of Kirkuk had long been contested 

by the Iraqi Turkmen (an ethnic group closely related to Turks, not to be confused with the people 

of Turkmenistan), Kurds and Arabs.  In 1970, the Iraqi government (which favoured the Arabs) 

struck an accord with the Kurds that threatened to squeeze the Iraq Turkmen out of having any 

political power whatsoever.  This caused widespread anger within Turkey, most notably amongst 

the Grey Wolves, who felt a strong kinship with Turkic peoples who lived beyond the boundaries 

of the Republic of Turkey. 

Both of these posters are stellar examples of militant street art, in this case showcasing the Grey 

Wolves’ desire to spark an armed response against Arab and Kurdish rule over Kirkuk.  The works 

were created to support the massive protests and rallies organized by the Grey Wolves to pressure 

the Turkish government to mount a robust response on the Kirkuk question, and were likely posted 

on walls along the scene of the events.  

The posters are rare survivors, as only very few such large, fragile works of urban propaganda were 

preserved from the turbulent culture conflicts that engulfed Turkish cities throughout the 1970s.  

 

Kirkuk: The Contested Keystone of Northern Iraq 

The city of Kirkuk, in northern Iraq, is an ancient trading centre occupying a strategic location.  

Ruled by the Ottoman Empire for four centuries until 1918, the city developed a demographically 

diverse population, dominated by Iraqi Turkmen, Kurdish and Arab communities.  In the wake of  



World War I, The Turkish republican leader Atatürk coveted northern Iraq for inclusion in the 

emerging Turkish state, but overwhelming British pressure ensured that the region was made part 

of the new Kingdom of Iraq, initially a British puppet state.  

In 1927, the importance of Kirkuk skyrocketed upon the discovery of the massive Bab Gurgur 

(Kirkuk) Oil Field, the largest in Iraq.  Over the coming decades, the Iraqi government vied with 

foreign interests for control of the petroleum proceeds. 

Ethnic tensions had always existed between Kirkuk’s main ethnic groups, cleavages that were 

exploited by outside stakeholders, especially the government in Baghdad that favoured Arab 

interests.  The 1957 Census, the era’s only vaguely reliable assessment of the demography of the 

city, showed that its population of 120,000 included 45,000 Turkmen, 40,000 Kurds, and 27,000 

Arabs.  To make matters more complex, the greater jurisdiction in which the city was located, the 

Kirkuk Governorate, had a population that was 48.2% Kurdish, 28.2% Arab and 21.4% Iraqi 

Turkmen. 

The Kurds of northern Iraq resisted Arab domination and mounted the First Iraqi-Kurdish War 

(1961-70).  During this conflict, in 1968, Iraq’s new Ba’athist regime sought total control over 

Kirkuk and its immensely valuable oilfields, ensuring that it could never permanently come under 

Kurdish domination.  Seeing both the Turkmen and Kurds as obstacles, Vice President Saddam 

Hussein spearheaded a programme of ‘Arabization’ of the city and governorate of Kirkuk.  

Discriminatory land reform laws were passed that threw thousands of Turkmen and Kurds from the 

properties, which were it turn given to Arabs newly arrived from other areas of the country.  

Otherwise, Kurds and Turkmen were compelled to leave the area due to various forms of state 

harassment and intimidation.  This ethnic cleansing programme succeeding in altering the 

demography of Kirkuk in favour of the Arabs, although to what extent is unclear as no census was 

ever taken during the period.   

Weary of the conflict, Hussein and the Kurdish leader Mustafa Barzani singed Iraqi–Kurdish 

Autonomy Agreement of 1970.  In this accord, the Iraqi government agreed to grant the Kurds of 

Northern Iraq a high degree of self-rule and to respect their representation in the Baghdad 

Parliament, which granting them a large share of Kirkuk’s oil revenues.  The boundaries of the 

Kurdish zone were to be determined by a plebiscite of the region’s various districts.  Importantly, 

while the accord enshrined the rights of the Kurds, it made no provisions for the Turkmen 

community, who were still to be subject to repression.   

The disenfranchisement of the Iraqi Turkmen struck a chord in Turkey, and many Turks urged the 

Ankara government to pressure Iraq to protect the rights of their ethnic brethren.  While most were 

content with diplomatic measures, other (notable the Grey Wolves) advocated that Turkey should 

support the Turkmen in mounting a violent rebellion to both Arab and Kurdish rule.  Domestically, 

the Grey Wolves organized massive street protests in support of the Iraqi Turkmen in various cities 

across Turkey.  

 

As it turned out, the Kirkuk plebiscite never occurred, as Barzani discovered that the Ba’athist 

regime had no intention of honouring the 1970 accord.  This led the Kurds to mount the Second 

Iraqi–Kurdish War (1974-5), which resulted in a victory for the Iraqi government, which soon 

reasserted its iron rule over the region.  While Turkmen and Kurds continued to live in Kirkuk, until 

Saddam Hussein was overthrown in 2003, they did so as second-class citizens.  Since then control 

of Kirkuk has been contested by the Kurds and the Arabs, while the Iraqi Turkmen are caught in a 

precarious position. 

 

The Grey Wolves: Turkey’s Right-Wing Youth Militants 

The present works of street propaganda were made by the Ülkü ocakları, which roughly translates 

into English as the ‘Idealist Clubs’, but is perhaps better known as the Grey Wolves (Bozkurtlar).  

The Grey Wolves are a Turkish right-wing ultranationalist youth organization associated with the 

Nationalist Movement Party (MHP), a major mainstream political force in the republic.    

The MHP was founded in 1969 by Colonel Alparslan Türkeş (1917-97), and advocated a platform 

of right-wing militarism, ethnic Turkish nationalism and the international unity of unity of the 

Turkic peoples.  It was ardently anti-Communist (and broadly anti-Leftist) and espoused open 

hostility for ethnic minorities within Turkey, as well as non-Turkic peoples in other lands where 

Turkic peoples resided.  The MHP generally rejected the state secularism as implemented by 

Atatürk.   

The MHP was not subtle in the promotion of its views and openly advocated violence against its 

enemies.  However, while the vast majority of Turks found the MHP’s agenda to be disagreeable – 

if not abhorrent – the party enjoyed strong support from various niche sectors, notably within the 

military.  By the mid-1970s the MHP became part of the country’s political mainstream; Türkeş 

even served as Deputy Prime Minister from 1975 to 1978. 

The Grey Wolves were founded in 1968, shortly before the MHP, but soon became the party’s 

militant-youth wing.  Officially known as the Ülkü Ocakları Eğitim ve Kültür Vakfı (Idealist Clubs 

Educational and Cultural Foundation), the organization was considered by most Turks to be a 

syndicate of violent thugs, if not terrorists.  The Wolves were deployed by the MHP hierarchy as 

the ‘street muscle’ to counteract Leftist protests and to ‘motivate’ voters during elections.  Their 

brutal purpose was sanitized by the fact that local Wolf groups were often disguised as seemingly 

harmless football or social clubs. 

In the early 1970s, the Grey Wolves were at the front of organizing protests all across Turkey, 

urging the Ankara government to place pressure upon Iraq to protect the interests of the Turkmen 

communities in Northern Iraq, and Kirkuk in particular.  

From 1976 to 1980, Turkey was convulsed by ideologically driven civil unrest.  Economic 

instability, combined with weak democratic governance, led to the rise of powerful, yet 

diametrically opposing Leftist and Rightist/Nationalist factions.  The Leftist side, based mainly in  



thecities, was backed by labour unions, students and members of the intelligentsia.  The 

Rightist/Nationalist groups, led by the MHP and the Grey Wolves, enjoyed backing from former 

and serving army officers, as well as the support of some business elites and foreign entities like the 

CIA.  Over the next four years, Turkey’s major cities were continually engulfed in fierce street 

clashes between Leftist groups and right-wing militias.  Often matters got out of hand, causing the 

police or the army to fire upon unarmed crowds, resulting in much bloodshed, so intensifying the 

cycle of violence.  Notably, the Grey Wolves are thought to have been responsible for the infamous 

Taksim Square Massacre (July 1, 1977) of Leftists in Istanbul.  

In 1980, the Turkish military mounted a coup, overthrowing the weak democratically elected 

government.  A regime of martial law was imposed that halted the civil unrest, and banned both 

Leftist groups and the MHP and the Grey Wolves, of which many key figures were jailed.  As the 

new military regime shared many of the party’s values, some wryly remarked that the MHP’s 

“ideology was in power while its members were in prison”. 

In 1981, former Grey Wolves member Mehmet Ali Ağca attempted to assassinate John Paul II, and 

the involvement of the Wolves’ hierarchy in the plot remains a topic of controversy. The MHP and 

the Grey Wolves were re-founded in 1983.  In 1988, Wolves members attempted to assassinate 

Turkish Prime Minister Turgut Özal.  In 1995, the Wolves took their movement abroad, mounting 

an unsuccessful coup in Azerbaijan. 

Today the MHP, led by Devlet Bahçeli, is part of the parliamentary majority backing the 

government of President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan.  The Grey Wolves are still in operation, although 

they seem as of late to have curtailed their adventurism. 

 

16. A. 

ÜLKÜ OCAKLARI [THE GREY WOLVES]. 
 

Yaşasın Arap Emperyalizmin karşı Kerkük Türkünün Direnişi.  

[Long Live the Resistance of the Kirkuk Turks against Arab Imperialism]. 

Istanbul: Yılmaz Ofset Basimevi, [early 1970s].  

Offset print (Very Good, light wear along old folds, some tiny marginal tears without loss), 67.5 x 

51 cm (26.5 x 20 inches.) 

This poster features the powerful image of an armed Turkic militant leading the Kirkuk Turkmen 

masses in an effort to resist the ‘Arab imperialism’ of the Iraqi government. 

850 EUR  

 

  



16. B. 

ÜLKÜ OCAKLARI [THE GREY WOLVES]. 
 

Kerkük Türkünün varliğini tanimayan Plebisite Hayir!  

[No Plebiscite Without Recognizing the Rights of the Kirkuk Turks]. 

Istanbul: Yılmaz Ofset Basimevi, [circa 1970]. 

Offset print (Very Good, light wear along old folds), 67.5 x 49 cm (26.5 x 19.5 inches.) 

Here a Turkish soldier is shown literally grasping the Kirkuk Governorate, as part of the Grey 

Wolves’ effort to convince the Turkish government to militarily intervene in Iraq to liberate the 

Turkmen.  It specifically calls for the proposed Kurdish-Arab Plebiscite in Kirkuk, which would 

freeze out the Turkmen, to be cancelled – or, at least, until the vote is modified to include provisions 

protecting the Turkmen.  

850 EUR 

  



17. TURKISH GRAPHIC DESIGN 

TURKISH FEMALE DESIGNERS 

 

 
 

 

Gülümser ARAL (born 1929), designer. 

Von Papen’in Hatiralari 

[Van Papen’s Memoirs] 

[S. l., Istanbul]: Yaman [S.d., circa 1954] 

Offset lithograph 125 x 89 cm (49.2 x 35 inches) (soft folds and tiny tears in margins, pin-size holes 

in the corners, overall in a good condition). 

 

 

A gigantic rare Turkish poster for the memoires of the German Nazi politician Franz 

von Papen, which were banned in the post-war Germany, was made by a leading 

Turkish Female designer Gülümser Aral. 

 
 

A large poster by a Turkish female designer Gülümser Aral was made as an advertisement for the 

memoirs of the former German chancellor, vice-chancellor, a Nazi politician and an ambassador to 

Turkey from 1939 to 1944, Franz von Papen (1879-1969). After being tried at the Nuremberg Trials, 

von Papen, who stood behind his decisions under the Nazi government, published his memoires in 

Switzerland in two volumes in 1952 and 1953. He was banned from publishing in Germany.  

The first Turkish translation, advertised by this poster, was made by the Dünya magazine and was 

possibly published in pieces in the magazine opposed to a separately published text.  

Gülümser Aral was one of the most brilliant Turkish designers of the post-war Turkey, famous for 

her advertisements and posters. Often left out in the references to the Turkish 20th century design, 

which was dominated by her male colleagues, Gülümser was only rediscovered in the past years.  

Gülümser Aral was born in 1929 in Bursa and wanted to become a fashion designer under the 

influence of contemporary movies. Already as a teenager Gülümser was earning regular money by 

submitting her fashion drawings to magazines. In 1949, she was accepted to the graphic design 



department of the Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University in Istanbul, with a specialisation in poster 

design. The specialisation under the mentorship of a Turkish academic artist Zeki Faik Izer (1905- 

1988) lasted for three years under rough circumstances after WWII and after the university building 

was destroyed in the fire in 1948. The only available sources for the contemporary techniques were 

the German magazines Gebrauchsgraphik.  

After graduating from the academy in 1953, Gülümser Aral signed a contract as the first designer 

for the bank Denizcilik Bankası, where she worked until 1960, producing some of her masterpieces 

and today great classics of the Turkish poster design. 

Gülümser, who is now 91 years old, is still drawing and designing. Her talent for creating in lines 

on paper also became hear means of communication after losing her hearing.  

References: Ömer DURMAZ, Manifold: Kadın Tasarımcının. Adı Var: Gülümser Aral Üretmen 

(26. 8. 2016) (https://manifold.press/kadin-tasarimcinin-adi-var-gulumser-aral-uretmen).  

2.800 EUR 

  

https://manifold.press/kadin-tasarimcinin-adi-var-gulumser-aral-uretmen


18. TURKISH POLITICAL CARICATURE 
  

 

 

 

Various Authors. Ramiz GÖKÇE (1900-1953), illustrator.  

Karikatür   

[Caricature]  

Istanbul: Akşam Matabassı 1937-1946. 

 

Over 500 issues of a legendary Turkish weekly with political caricature depicting 

mostly WWII and anti-Nazi motifs, mixed with the images of the ideal western 

lifestyle.  

 

509 issues (circa 50 issues repeat in two examples in different volumes) in 11 volumes, all large 4°, 

with 10 to 18 pp. per issue with illustrations in text, some pages printed in color, colour illustrated 

wrappers. Please see the details below: 

a. 1937:79-104. Red cloth binding with lettering, patterned endpapers (light water-staining in 

the right margin, binding water-stained and stained). 

 

b. 1939: 164, 166, 171, 179, 185, 192, 193, 206, 209, 202, 203, 204; 1938: 120, 126, 129, 131, 

133, 135, 136, 137, 138, 140, 141, 142, 144, 153, 148, 156, 147, 152. Modern blue binding 

with gilt letterings on the spine (Nos. 131 and 152 missing the back cover, small repaired 

tears in the lower white margins of no 153, minor sporadic staining and tears, overall in a 

good, clean condition in a modern binding). 

 

c. 1947: 626. 1945: 478, 456; 1941: 281, 284, 285, 290; 1940: 243; 1941: 263,  301;  1940: 

215, 219, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 228, 231, 232, 233, 234, 237, 242; 1939: 191; 1940: 250, 

258, 256, 257, 210. Modern blue binding with gilt letterings on the spine ( fragments of 131) 

(no. 478 incomplete and with repaired tears in margins, no. 284 wrongly bound, sporadic 

small loss of margins repaired with tape, no. 131 incomplete with only one sheet and back 

cover, overall in a good, clean condition in a modern binding). 

  



d. 1940-41: 214-227, 231, 233 -269. Red cloth binding with lettering on the spine (split in the 

gutter after the first page, 215 with a small tear in the title page, No. 234 and 235 with longer 

tears without loss of text, 238 with torn and partly repaired title page and loss of image on 

the back cover, loss of text and image on two pages of no. 267, binding slightly scuffed on 

edges). 

 

e. 1941: 270-312. 1943: 418. 1942: 314-334. Red cloth binding with lettering on the spine 

(split in the gutter after the first page, no. 270 incomplete, a tear in the title page of nr. 292 

and 306, a corner missing in the title page of nr. 309, binding slightly scuffed on edges). 

 

f. 1942-43: 335-339, 341-377, 379-400, 402-413. Red cloth binding with lettering on the spine 

(335 and 380 wrongly bound, split in the gutter after the first page, 339 incomplete, 347 

missing the covers, 363, 376 and 381 with small holes and tears in the back cover, 412 with 

a tear in the cover, binding slightly scuffed on edges). 

 

g. 1943: 418, 417, 416, 415, 414, 413, 412, 411, 410, 408, 409, 407, 406, 405, 404, 402, 401, 

403, 400, 399, 398, 397, 396, 395, 393, 392, 391, 390, 389, 388, 387, 386, 385, 384, 383, 

382, 381, 380, 379, 378, 376, 377, 375, 374, 373, 372, 371, 370, 369. Contemporary 

patterned purple boards and black cloth spine  (first issue loose and partly split in the gutter, 

upper margin cut into the lettering in the headers, soft folds in the last pages, binding slightly 

scuffed on the edges, otherwise in a good condition). 

 

h. 1944: 419 – 438, 440 – 445, 447 – 451, 453. Black cloth binding with gilt lettering on the 

spine (440 with small tears and missing edge on the back cover, binding slightly battered 

and scuffed on the edges). 

 

i. 1944: 454, 455, 458, 459, 461, 462; 1942: 363. 1944-45: 465-488. Black cloth binding with 

gilt lettering on the spine. (a small tear in the title page of nr. 467, a tear in the text page of 

nr. 470, binding slightly battered and scuffed on the edges).   

 

j. 1945: 471-522 [No. 490 wrongly numbered as 489 on the first page]. Later black cloth 

binding with lettering on the spine (light staining, sporadic small tears and tiny loss of paper 

in margins, half of last page missing in no. 471, 473, title page and first page of 483, a part 

of the pages in 504, 516, 518 (possibly cut our advertisements), small scratches in the back 

cover of 484, 521 with a longer tear in the title page, binding scuffed on the corners, spine 

split with traces of old glue).  

 

k. 1946: 523-573, 575-578. Dark red cloth binding, patterned endpapers (523 and 578 with 

tape repairs in the gutter and scribbles on the title page, small holes in the edge of the two 

pages in no. 527, 530 and 533-535 missing all the text pages, a page in 542 repaired with 

tape, binding slightly stained and scuffed). 

Condition report: Minor staining, sporadic small tears and loss of paper in the margins, some pages 

with pencil numbers or lines some title pages partly trimmed into the lettering. Please see separate 

descriptions Overall in a good, used condition.  

 

The collection embraces circa 460 different issues of a Turkish caricature weekly Karikatür, printed 

in the years around WWII.  

Karikatür was most popular Turkish political satirical magazine of the 1940s. Founded in he late 

1936 it started portraying the kitsch of the ideal western lifestyle through the exaggerating faultless 

images of fashionable young women and their square-jawed tanned muscular companions, 

accompanied by satirical dialogues. 

Already in 1937, with the uprising of the Nazism, the Karikatür started depicting the first symbols 

of threats to the ideal life of these fictional characters. On the eve of the WWII the anti-Nazi, anti- 

Fascist and anti-Hitler propaganda started dominating the magazines, mixing the scenes from the 

careless life of the modern youth with clever political propaganda. 

The WWII issues possibly represent one of the highlights of Turkish newspaper illustration of the 

20th century.  

During the first half of the 1940s the Karikatür developed a smart satiric iconography, centred on 

the contemporary affairs, connected with the war, such as fight for the oil in the Middle East, the 

divided Balkans, Africa as the victim of the political disputes between the Allied and Axis powers, 

war as a excuse for financial domination of the powerful countries, the independent power of the 

Soviets and the siege of Leningrad. 

In the months after the war the magazine focused on post-war affairs, such as the peace treaties, 

division of the Balkans, Palestine and the development of the nuclear weapons. All the caricatures 

were joined with or juxtaposed to the continuous scenes from the modern life of fashionable couples.  

The drawings until 1946 were mostly were made by the esteemed Turkish caricaturist Ramiz Gökçe 

(1900-1953). Ramiz, whose drawings were published in magazines, such as Diken, Büyük Mecmua, 

Yeni Eğlence, Tasvir-i Efkâr, Terbiye ve Tedris, Birinci Kitap, İkinci Kitap, Âyine, Aydede, 

Akbaba, Zümrüdüanka, Kelebek, Yeni Dünya, Karikatür, Yedigün, Karagöz, Cumhuriyet gazetesi, 

Tasvir, and Yeni Sabah, created for the Karikarür magazine some of his most recognizable 

characters, such as “A Fat Aunt and a Skynny Uncle”. A drawing on this modern Turkish couple, 

accompanied with a harsh anti-capitalist humor, was published on the back of each of the Karikatür 

magazine.   

In 1946, after illustrating more than 500 issues, Gökçe left Karikatür and founded his own magazine 

called Mizah (Humor) in July of the same year, where he transferred all his characters, which he 

has created for the previous publication.   

  



These are circa 460 different issues with added circa 50 doubles, issued between 1397 and 1946, 

what was considered the golden age of the Karikatür magazine with the caricatures by Ramiz. 

Missing are mostly the issues of the years up to 1940 and all the issues after Ramiz’s caricatures. 

Although various numbers appear on the market, larger series are harder to find. 

References: OCLC 243426444, 881191459. 

5.500 EUR  



19. TURKISH GRAPHIC DESIGN – 1950S 

BOOK COVERS AND ADVERTISEMENTS 
 

 

 

 

Anonymous 

[Possibly Istanbul, late 1950s]. 

 

A charming unique collection of original drafts, collages, photographs and negatives 

for book covers and book advertisement, made in the late 1950s by an anonymous 

Turkish graphic designer. 

 

The archive includes 100 sheets:  

- 17 figural drafts for book covers and book advertisements, depicting mostly women or 

overdramatic couples. Drawings in black ink and white colour and collages, made of printed 

and hand drawn lettering. Various formats up to 32,5 x 22 cm (12.9 x 8.7 inches). 

- Portraits of 11 male and female authors on 8 sheets, mostly black ink, black colour, white, black 

and sepia gouache on paper. Various sizes up to 27 x 20 cm (10.7 x 8 inches). 

- 6 sheets with various full-page book illustrations, black ink and white colour, various formats 

up to 25 x 35 cm (9.9 x 13.9 inches). 

- 14 partly finished drafts for advertisements, mostly black ink, pencil and collage of clip art, 

printed titles and lines, M Most up to circa 21 x 38 cm (8.3 x 15 inches), one sheet 50 x 34 cm 

(13.3 x 19.8 inches). 

- 13 black and white negatives with images of a fashionable young girl in the library reading and 

carrying the books, each 6. 5 x 6.5 cm (2.5 x 2.5 inches). 

- 4 original black and white photographs of book covers, each 10.5 x 7.5 cm x cm (4 x 3 inches). 

- 28 black and white negatives depicting books, each 6. 5 x 6.5 cm (2.5 x 2.5 inches).  

- 3 colour negatives depicting book covers, 2 of which were retouched with black colour, each 

11.5 x 9 cm (4.5 x 3.5 inches). 

- 7 identical uncut sheets with clip art showcasing 14 book covers and a publisher’s logo, 

lithograph 31 x 23 cm (inches 12 x 9 inches). 



Condition report: Overall in a good condition with minor traces of storage, such as small tears in 

margins and light foxing. 

A collection of original drafts with mostly overdramatic love scenes for book covers and 

advertisements by an anonymous Turkish designer for a publishing company includes 100 sheets. 

The drawings and collages were heavily influenced by the contemporary Western book covers and 

movies.  

An especially charming series of photographs, retouched negatives and clip-art represents the 

procedure of the making of a newspaper advertisement for books.  

1.800 EUR 

 

 

 

 



  



 

 

 

  



  



20. TURKISH 20TH CENTURY GRAPHIC DESIGN 
 

 

 

 

Bedri RAHMI EYÜBOĞLU (1911 – 1975), text and artwork. 

Karadut 

[Blackberry] 

Istanbul: Inkilap Kitabevi 1948. 

Poetry, accompanied with erotic images, by a Turkish artist Bedri Rahmi Eyüboğlu. 

8°. 45 pp. with 24 black and white illustrations within text, [3], original illustrated wrappers, stapled (edges 

and spine with small tears and tiny loss of paper, old dedication in black ink on front blank leaf, otherwise 

in a good condition). 

 

A beautifully designed book includes erotic poetry and art of a prominent Turkish artist Bedri Rahmi 

Eyüboğlu, who was known as a painter and author or monumental public works, still present today in Turkey. 

His brother Sabahattin was a famous author and film producer, and his sister Mualla Eyüboğlu was a first 

Turkish female architect.  

The book with printed original artwork on the covers was issued in different colours, probably in 

shades of blackberries. Our wrappers are illustrated in black, but we have also seen examples in red 

and purple.  

Worldcat lists four examples (Universitätsbibliothek München, Universitätsbibliothek der Eberhard 

Karls Universität, Universitätsbibliothek Erfurt / Forschungsbibliothek Gotha, University of Cyprus 

Library).   

References: OCLC 314471997 and 283681290. 

320 EUR 

  



21. MID-CENTURY TURKEY 

SIGNED FIRST EDITION 
 

 

 

 

 

Bedri RAHMI EYÜBOĞLU (1911 – 1975), text and artwork. 

Tuz 

[Salt] 

İstanbul: [S. n.] 1952. 

8°. 47 pp. with black and white illustrations, illustrated card wrappers, stapled (Signed by the author 

on the title page, dedication by the author in pencil on p. 2, contemporary owner’s signature on the 

inner side of the cover and on the last page, contemporary poem in ink (by the owner?) on the inner 

side of the rear cover, minor staining, wrappers with light wear to the corners, otherwise in a good 

condition) . 

A tastefully designed book with poetry by a Turkish artist Bedri Rahmi Eyüboğlu, who was known as a 

painter and author or monumental public works, is decorated with artist’s stunning illustrations. In 

compartment with the previous lot in our catalogue, printed in 1948, Bedri Rahmi by the early 1950s reached 

his recognizable style with heavy black contours, combining the Turkish folk patterns with contemporary 

international art directions.  

Bedri Rahmi’s brother Sabahattin was an esteemed author and film producer, and his sister Mualla Eyüboğlu 

was a first Turkish female architect. 

References: OCLC 23826467 

380 EUR 

 

  



  



22. MID-CENTURY TURKEY 

SIGNED FIRST EDITION 
 

 

Attilâ İLHAN (1925-2005), author; Ali PARMAKERLI, illustrator.  

Yağmur Kaçağı 

Ankara: Seçilmiş Hikâyeler Dargisi Kitapları, 1955. 

Large 8°. 32 pp. with nine black and white illustrations, [4] advertisements, original illustrated 

rough card wrappers, stapled, signed by the author (slightly scuffed in the lower part of the spine, 

otherwise in a very good condition). 

 

Attilâ İlhan (1925-2005) was a Turkish poet, screenwriter and a brother of a famous actress Çolpan 

İlhan.  

As a socialist and an open supporter of at the time banned poet Nazım Hikmet İlhan was arrested 

twice already in his teens (first time at the age of 16, when he presented one of the Hikmet’s songs 

to a girl he liked), after which he moved to Paris. Later he lived between Istanbul, Izmir and Paris.  

The contemporary French art and poetry had a large influence on Attilâ İlhan, who started becoming 

popular in his home country in the 1950s. This work is one of the superb examples of the poet’s 

works from the time, mixed with modernistic illustrations by a Turkish artist Ali Parmakerli. 

References: OCLC 862336441, 12487189.  

250 EUR  



23. MID CENTURY POLAND 

ART EXHIBITION – POSTER 

BULGARIAN ART 
 

 

 

 

 

Roman CIEŚLEWICZ (1930-1996) 

Iwan Milew. Wystawa malarstwa. 1897-1927 

[Ivan Milev. Wxhibition of Paintings. 1897-1927] 

Warsaw: 1958. 

Offset lithograph, 58 x 40,5 cm (22.8 x 16 inches) (soft folds with minimal wear, otherwise in a 

good condition).  

 

One of the early posters by the Polish graphic designer Roman Cieślewicz, later Paris 

based designer and an art director at Vogue and Elle magazines  

 

Roman Cieślewicz (1930-1996) was a Polish artist, who graduated from the Krakow Academy of 

Fine Arts. In 1962, Cieślewicz moved to Paris, France, and became naturalized in 1971.He was 

known as a poster designer and an art director of Elle and Vogue magazines. He was regularly 

participating on several other major organisations and events, exhibited in solo exhibitions in major 

art museums and galleries and received several international awards for his work. 

This poster is one of his earlier works and was made for an exhibition on the Bulgarian artist Ivan 

Milev (1897 – 1927), the founder of the Bulgarian Secession, held in Warsaw in 1958. 

1.200 EUR 

  



24. SLOVENIAN CONTEMPORARY ART  

GRAPHIC DESIGN – ART CATALOGUE 

PLAYING CARDS 
 

 

 

 

Vasja CENČIČ (born 1973), designer; Petja GRAFENAUER, editor and author of the 

introduction; Various authors (Sculpture Association). 

XVI slovenska kiparska razstava. XVI Slovenian Sculpture Exhibition. Iz naroda za narod 

[From the Nation to the Nation] 

Ljubljana: Zavod za kiparstvo [Sculpture Association] 2012. 

A deck of 54 loose cards, printed in colour from both sides, each 8 x 13 cm (3.2 x 8.1 inches), 3 

cards with data and instructions, accompanied by a printed booklet of same dimensions, [16] 

information on the exhibitors, original card wrappers, stapled and by an original card slipcase (Very 

Good).  

 

A contemporary art catalogue in the shape of a traditional Austro-Hungarian deck of 

cards 

 

The catalogue for the 2012 exhibition of the Slovenian Sculpture Association was drafted by a 

contemporary designer of visual communications Vasja Cenčič, who studied at the Academy for 

Art and Design in Ljubljana.  

Cenčič transformed the catalogue into a timeless rotation of random combinations of the 

contemporary visual and written data, joined in a deck of the playing cards of a highly addictive 

ancient Austro-Hungarian game of Tarock.  

A 54-card game of Tarock, a so called Königrufen or the Call of the King version, originates in the 

early 15th century area of North Italy and this variation for four players with large format cards is 

still exceedingly popular in Austria, Tyrol, Slovenia and Hungary. The card game is still played 

exclusively with chromolithographed cards, based on a late 19th century design.    



By the replacement of the traditional distinguishing visual motifs, associated with card suits and 

numbers, with modern representations of contemporary abstract art, the card players subconsciously 

turn into the readers of the catalogue.  

The card playing with these decks was enabled to the visitors throughout the duration of the show.   

This is an unused example in a mint condition. 

According to the Worldcat only one institution holds the catalogue (Academy for Art and Design 

in Ljubljana).  

References: OCLC 821126853. 

140 EUR 

 



25. SLOVENIAN CONTEMPORARY ART  

GRAPHIC DESIGN 
 

 

 

 

 

Žiga KARIŽ (born 1973), artist; Vasja CENČIČ (born 1973), designer; Marko PELJHAN 

(born 1969), editor. 

Izgubljeni Raj. Lost Paradise  

Ljubljana: Zavod Projekt Atol 2010. 

Large 4°. 130 unbound colour plates in a transparent foil, originally mounted codes (small damage 

to the foil, as often, otherwise in an unused condition). 

 

An unconventional Slovenian contemporary art non-book  

 

The book Lost Paradise by a Slovenian contemporary artist Žiga Kariž is a complex summary of 

the past and the present, abstract and visual associations and traditional and unconventional forms. 

The object resembles a book with a colourful cover, similar to the kitschy photographs from our 

grandparents’ walls, immediately arousing a nostalgic feeling in the spectator. The book is neatly 

packed in a transparent foil (sometimes slightly fractured and with tiny holes), protecting it from 

the impacts from the outer world. The pasted ISBN codes and information on the foil give the object 

a legitime identity of a book. 

When the spectator breaks the bubble of the book, the item spills into 130 unbound colourful 

sentimental images, mostly taken from the commercial objects, associated with positive and 

negative feelings from the past. The illustrations can not be reassembled on the tidy pile anymore, 

the order of the icons is lost and the visual image of the book disappears. As the broken foil can not 

be repaired either, the observer is left helpless with a stack of images connected with his or her 

nostalgic memories.  

  



Upon the closer inspection one establishes, that the ISBN code on the destroyed foil package is 

invalid and the item is officially not registered as a book.  

The book was made as a continuation of the 2008 art project Lost Paradise (Open Code) with an 

association of the contemporary artist Žiga Kariž (born 1973), a designer of visual 

communications Vasja Cenčič (born 1973) and a media artist Marko Peljhan (born 1969), who is a 

professor at the University of California, Santa Barbara.  

We could trace six examples in the Slovenian libraries and none abroad.  

References: OCLC 965894306, 1051694343. Petja GRAFENAUER, Lost Paradise (a folding 

catalogue) 

360 EUR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo left by Jernej Prelac  



26. CONTEMPORARY ART  

CARTOGRAPHY 

CANADA 
 

 

 

 

Benedikt TERWIEL (born 1980). 

Keno-Lotto, 2016 

2016 

Silkscreen on map 92 x 65 cm (36.2 v 25.6 inches), printed from both sides, folded in a slipcase 

with illustrated cover and lettering on the back. Example 16 of 25, hand-numbered on the back of 

the slipcase (small cracks on the sides of the slipcase, otherwise in a good condition). 

 

A brilliant map by a contemporary Berlin-based artist Benedikt Terwiel revives an almost 

abandoned town Keno in Yukon, Canada, through a grid city-map made of a silhouette of a German 

lottery ticket with the same name 

 

The contemporary German Berlin-based artist Benedikt Terwiel (born 1980) was inspired for the 

artwork by visiting an almost abandoned Keno City in Yukon, bearing the same name as the popular 

German lottery called Keno Lotto. Today an almost abandoned town with the population of 24 was 

named after the Chinese game and was flourishing between 1919 and 1989, when the mines were 

closed down and the population moved out. 

Benedikt Terwiel revived the town of Keno on the map with a help of the shapes of the German 

Keno lottery tickets, resembling a grid city plan. The basis for the map was a popular tourist map 

of the Yukon territory, turned into a negative or a version of a blueprint for the surreal ghost-town. 

The object was made in 25 examples. 

750 EUR 

  



  



 

ABOUT US 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Daša Pahor (*1977 in Slovenia) holds a PhD in History of Art from the 

University of Ljubljana.  Her doctoral thesis analysed the Tradition of the 

Gothic Architecture in the 16th and 17th Centuries in Slovenia.  She has 

published numerous articles and contributions to anthologies on the 

topic, as well as on Protestant Art in Styria during the 16th century. 

 

A recognized expert on art, architecture and print culture, Daša’s primary 

fields of interest include the Balkans and South-Eastern Europe, with a 

particular focus on objects from the late 16th to early 20th century. 

 

Daša is a member of the ILAB (International League of Antiquarian Booksellers).  Apart from her 

native tongue, Slovenian, she speaks German, English, Croatian, French, and Italian. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alexander (“Alex”) Johnson (*1977 in Canada) holds a PhD in History from the 

University of Exeter, England.  With a doctoral thesis on the British Surveys of the 

Atlantic Seaboard of North America 1764-1775, Alex is an international authority on 

cartography, in particular the mapping of the former British Empire.  At the Kochi-

Muzuris Biennale 2014-15, he served as the Co-Curator of Cosmography to 

Cartography, India’s first major exhibition of historical maps.  Topics on which he has 

written range from Comanche Native American maps to the ‘Lafreri School’ of Italian 

cartography. 

 

Alex’s career in the antiquarian world began at Christie’s, London, where he conducted 

the research for the sale of the Waldseemüller Globe Gores (1507), the ‘Birth Certificate of America,’ and a 

world auction record for a single-sheet printed map.  He subsequently held positions with leading dealers in 

New York and California.  In September 2014 he joined his wife Daša at Antiquariat Daša Pahor, where his 

main field of expertise is objects produced in the 17th to 20th centuries. 

 

Within the team of Antiquariat Daša Pahor, Alex is the storyteller.  In line with his passion for historical 

research, he enjoys tracing back the context in which antiquarian pieces were originally created and 

used.  Thus accompanied by intriguing historical facts and details, remarkable objects “come alive” again for 

their contemporary buyers. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

© 2020 Antiquariat Daša Pahor GbR – Alexander Johnson & Daša Pahor 

Alle Festbestellungen werden in der Reihenfolge des Bestelleingangs ausgeführt. Das Angebot ist 

freibleibend. Unsere Rechnungen sind zahlbar netto nach Empfang. Bei neuen und uns unbekannten Kunden 

behalten wir und das Recht vor, gegen Vorausrechnung zu liefern. Preise verstehen sich in EUR. 

Rückgaberecht: 1 Monat.  

Zusendung Weltweit ist kostenlos. 

 

All items are subject to prior sale and are at the discretion of the vendor.  

Possession of the item(s) does not pass to the client until the invoice has been paid in full. Prices are in 

EURO. All items are subject to return within 1 month of date or invoice, provided the item is returned in the 

same condition as which it was sold.  

The vendor offers free worldwide shipping. 

 


